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FOR THE YEAR 2015 

 

 

The new officers and board members for 2015 were installed at the Chapter Board 

Meeting on December 16, 2014. The board was installed by Don Burton, National Area 

Vice President for Area 13, Utah South.  The following officers and directors served 

during 2015: 

 

President:  Royce Griffin   

President Elect: Bunk Robinson 

Past President:  Durant McArthur   

Secretary:  Kevin Jenkins  

Treasurer:  Stan Fisher/Mel Duehlmeier   

Director:  David Summerhays      Communications 

Director:   Bryan Johnson    Community Involvement 

Director:  Dean Terry      Development/Fundraising 

Director:  Kay Brinkerhoff   Member Services 

Director:  Jon Green/Leo Lyman  Pioneer History 

Director:  David Rogers                 Trails & Markers 

Director  Russ Bateman    Technology 

Area Vice President  Don Burton 

 

 
   

 

Officers, directors and committee chairman serving during the year contributed to the 

success of the chapter.   
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Twelve (12) monthly newsletters were published during the year (by Roland Lee) and 

describe the activities planned and conducted each month.  These newsletters form the 

basis of our annual report and are included following this brief introduction on pages 5 

thru 79. 

 

Copies of the Cotton Mission Chapter organizational chart are included in the January, 

March, April & May Newsletters.  Copies of the membership rosters are included in the 

February and September newsletters. 

 

Twelve (12) board meetings were held during the year and copies of the minutes are 

included in Appendix A starting on page 80. 

 .   

Membership 

 

The year began with a total of eighty-one (81) member’s chapter members.  By the end of 

the year, a total of seventy-seven (77) members were enrolled.  Significant efforts by 

chapter members helped to update and correct the chapter roster and recruit new 

members.  Three (3) members passed away, seven (7) moved or quit (primarily due to 

advanced age) and six (6) new members joined the chapter.  All members that were 

willing to serve in various capacities were assigned to the committees. 

 

The three (3) chapter members passing away during the year included Orr Loren Hill, 

Gale C. Hamelwright and Richard Floyd Tucker.  These members were memorialized by 

the chapter having their names placed on the National Sons of Utah Pioneers “In 

Memoriam” Board.  Memoriam’s are included on pages 32, 66 and 76 of this report 

 

Monthly Chapter Meetings/Activities 

 

Formal Chapter Dinner Meetings were held on the third Tuesday of the month in January, 

February, April, June, July, September, November and December.  A dinner was served 

and was usually accompanied by a pioneer moment-in-history and a program speaker.  

The meetings were enjoyable, educational and informative.  Chapter Treks were held in 

March, May, August and October.  Other activities included Symposiums, Cotton Day 

Celebrations, Scholarships, Essays, National Convention, Area Training and remarking 

the Temple Trail.  

 

Chapter Activity Highlights 

 

Dinner meeting speakers and participants included Abe Young (January), Roland Lee 

(February), Scholarship Awardees (April), Leo Lyman (June), SUP National President 

Tom Alexander (July), St. George Temple President Dale Larkin (November) and our 

Christmas Program with the Master Singers (December).  Treks included visits to Cedar 

City Homestead State Park & the Parowan Gap (March), Hurricane Mesa Test Site with 

the Hurricane Valley Chapter (May), Pine Valley & Gunlock (August) and Silver Reef & 

Harrisburg (October).  The Regional Symposium sponsored by the Cedar City Chapter 

was also attended by many of the Cotton Mission Chapter members (April).  Other 
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significant activities included our scholarship program (eight $1000.00 scholarships 

awarded - April), essay program (five schools with 120 fourth graders participating – 

April/May), support of the annual Washington City Cotton Days Celebration (over 2000 

second graders attending - April), the National SUP Convention in Brigham City, Utah 

(September), and area training conducted by the Area Vice-President, Don Burton  

(November).  The September dinner meeting (hosted by Dean and Carol Terry) raised 

funds for the high school scholarships.  The Trails & Monuments committee under the 

direction of David Rogers spent several months attempting to locate and remark the 

Temple Trail from the saw mills on Mount Trumbull to Warner Valley.  Excursions 

resulted in the placement of new markers and replacement/repair of old markers along the 

70 – 80 mile trail.  The project will continue into 2016 to place the remaining markers on 

the north end of the trail into Warner Valley.   

 

All events are described in more detail in the applicable monthly newsletters. 

 

The Mission of the National Society of the Sons of Utah 

Pioneers 

 

1. Come to know our fathers and turn our hearts to 

them by studying and becoming acquainted with 

each through the various events and activities of 

the SUP. 

 

2. Preserve the memory and heritage of the early 

pioneers of the Utah territory.  We honor the 

pioneers for their faith in God, devotion to family, 

loyalty to church and country, hard work, and 

service to others, courage in adversity, personal 

integrity, and the unyielding determination. 

 

3. Honor present-day pioneers worldwide in many 

walks of life who exemplify these same qualities of 

character. 

 

4. Teach these same qualities to the youth who will be 

tomorrow’s pioneers. 
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SUP Cotton Mission Chapter Board Meeting Minutes 
Cache Valley Bank (St. George downtown office) 
 
January 5, 2015 
 
Attendees: President Royce Griffin, Bunk Robinson, Kevin Jenkins, Don Burton, 
Bryan Johnson, Kay Brinkerhoff, Russ Bateman, David Summerhayes, Durant 
McArthur. 
 
Excused: David Rogers. 
 
1. President Durant McArthur called the meeting to order at 9:08 a.m. 
 
[1a.] Durant offered opening prayer. 
2. Secretary's minutes Reviewed and APPROVED. Royce asks Don if he 
needs assistance with the chapter history. Don says he's doing fine, reviews 
process for archiving the history. He has copies of every year's history in his files 
except for the year David Rogers was president. He has that file to make copies. 
Royce: At the last meeting, we discussed that this is the chapter's 25th year but 
that it actually existed back in the World War II era and apparently had a hiatus 
period. Durant will look into that when he reviews the Dixie State University 
archives. It would be interesting to get more information on that.  
[2a.] Royce: We also discussed that we had qualified for the national awards. 
Durant and Don: We'll continue to follow up on that.  
[2b.] Kay: Did we ever figure out our commitments for our Washington 
Recreation Center dinners? Durant: We did. We paid them $350, which is the 
total bill. We paid $50 per month in advance for each of the dinners. Don: It 
saves us $700 -- we were paying $50 an hour previously. Durant: Golden Corral 
will continue to cater the dinners. We have a verbal agreement. They charge us 
$13.50 for dinner. David: Plus $50 for the room. Kay: That's cutting it awfully 
close to what we pay.  
 
3. Treasurer's report. Royce: Stan isn't here and didn't provide me with a report. 
I will contact him for an update on the membership renewals and the dinner 
revenues. I've updated the membership applications. I'm a little bit competitive -- 
I heard that Cedar has more members. How do we increase our numbers? Don: 
They have about 100 members, but most are life members, don't participate as 
much. Hurricane's similar.  
 
4. Area Vice-president. Don: I went and talked to Tom Alexander, the new 
national president. He says he doesn't want to change a lot of things. He'll focus 
on bringing in new members and the Friends and Family discount. New members 
55 years or younger can sign up for the discount rate every year until they're 55. 
He also said we can do a better job with our memorializations. The LDS church 
may come in and digitize them for its Family Search program. DISCUSSION 
about the memorialization application process. Don: I'll try to get copies if the 
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application for the next meeting. Many of the members have ancestors they 
thought had already been memorialized, and it turned out they hadn't been. 
 
5. Past President. Durant: I received a letter noting that two of our members 
have converted to full members and are no longer paying the Friends and Family 
discount -- Jon Jeffress and Thomas Craner. The letter asked us to acknowledge 
them in the next chapter meeting. 
 
6. President-elect. Bunk: I don't have any information on new members. Royce: 
We've had two people come in during the last few months; I had intended to 
make copies of their information. Dan Zabriskie joined in October and has been 
to the last two dinners. And Leo Lyman finally turned in his paperwork. David and 
Kay ask to be included among those who receive a copy of new members' 
paperwork. Roland makes the badges for new members.  
[6a.] Don notes that the membership list still shows him as No. 3 on the calling 
list but he doesn't have that assignment any more. It should be Durant now. 
Royce should have the No 1 assignment, Bunk has No. 2 and somebody will 
have to take No. 5 from Bunk. Royce: I'll get a new copy of the list out.  
 
7. President. Royce notes Dan Zabriskie has a history in finance and could be 
useful that way. Durant: Mel will be done with his mission in about three months, 
and is expecting to continue as treasurer, though. Royce: Leo has been active 
leading tours and knows area history. Don: Leo might re-energize 
memorializations. Royce will work with chairs on committee appointments.  
[7a.] Royce: We talked about having Jon Green take over the Pioneer History 
committee from Bunk. Have we talked to him about that? Durant: No, but I will. 
The org chart already shows Jon in the position. Since the board hasn't approved 
him yet, Kay makes motion to accept him as chairman. Seconded and 
APPROVED. Don: Jon Green's name is also in two other places on the org chart. 
If he accepts Pioneer History chairmanship, his name should come off the other 
committees. Kay also recommends removing Dan McArthur's name from dinner 
committee, since he will be busy during the next few months as he prepares to 
leave for his mission presidency in Mexico. Royce: I'll let Roland know about the 
org chart updates. 
[7b.] Royce: The caterers presented us the bill at the dinner and asked to be 
paid there. They caught us by surprise because they included a request for a 
gratuity. Durant: Stan suggested paying a $40 tip, I said pay them $80. Royce: 
What are your feelings about that? DISCUSSION. Kay: They were pretty 
disorganized, but it was the first time they've catered for us. Dave, Bunk: Some 
people said if this is the way the dinners are going to be, i'm not going to come 
any more. The utensils and plates were flimsy, there were no tablecloths and the 
food was not that great. Bryan: We can give them a second chance. Kay: We 
need to review with them what we expect. Kevin: I thought the food was good, 
and even though they got off to a disorganized start I thought they were very 
customer-service oriented and tried to pay good attention to the tables and serve 
them well given the circumstances. Don: At a national dinner I attended, there 
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was a $15 cost but it was buffet style. Only three people handled it. But it looked 
like they had contracted the food. They just set it out and people went through 
the line. Bunk: I think buffet style would speed things up. Kay: Some people may 
not be able to stand / walk long enough to go through line. Royce: And we 
normally do the moment in history during that time, which would be difficult if 
everyone is in line buffet style. But the gratuity is a concern. It's going to start 
boosting the price -- that was unexpected. Durant: We could just leave it up to 
the members as to whether they want to throw in a tip. Royce: And we have to 
supply our own cups. Kay: We can buy some good plates, too, at Costco.  
 
8. Technology. Russ: I don't have anything special. Royce: Some concern came 
up regarding the webpage. Durant and Royce: We've hunted all over for the 
newsletters, etc., on the site. You have no idea when you see the webpage that 
it's our chapter. It doesn't have a lot of information for anyone wanting to find out 
about us. Royce: I really like Hurricane Valley's webpage; I'll mention the 
concerns to Ski. Durant: You used to be able to easily find the newsletters, but 
can't anymore.  
 
9. Trails. Royce: Paul Furr was going to come in place of David Rogers, but he 
didn't make it. David provided a written report, though. It says the trails projects 
help people step back in time and appreciate the challenges our ancestors faced. 
The preservation work is important. It says he is waiting on little "plaques" that 
will go on the post trail markers. He intends to develop a map of the new section 
of the trail. Royce draws a map overview for the board of where the trail exists 
and where David's project is taking place. He is not doing the complete trail to St. 
George. We'll need David to better explain it. Royce: I'm impressed with all the 
work they've done. Most of the cost has been donated. Don: The little plates for 
the posts will come from the national chapter, and will cost about $20 apiece.  
 
10. Pioneer History. Bunk: I'm not sure where they are on the plans for a trek to 
Monument Valley. They are trying to pull together the motel and transportation 
costs. I'll check and see where we are.  
 
11. Communications. David: Our publicity has gone well. We're up to date on 
getting our reports published. And, of course, Roland continues to do an 
outstanding job on the newsletter. We'll try to get Bob Thornley to put an article in 
the newsletter on the Pioneer Magazine. The bios are what trouble me the most. 
I guess I overestimated Lewis Marrott's computer capabilities -- he doesn't have 
a scanner or ability to get things digitized, but we're working on it together.  
 
12. Member Services. Kay: We've got dinner speakers lined up through June. 
But for the April scholarship awards, do we want a speaker? Don: Yes, but let 
Roy take care of it. He'll pick somebody that fits in with the program. Last year it 
was the kids themselves.  
 
13. Community Involvement. Bryan: We've settled on all the schools we'll be 
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visiting for the essays. I sent copies of the list to Delray and David. Little Valley, 
Washington, Heritage, Riverside, Bloomington HIlls, Vista and Arrowhead. We 
need to approach Little Valley and get assurance from them they'll stimulate 
better participation, since they only had five or six participants last year. If they 
don't commit, we should choose another school.  
 
14. Close at 10:20 a.m. 
[14a.] David S. offered the closing prayer. 
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SUP Cotton Mission Chapter Board Meeting Minutes 
Cache Valley Bank (St. George downtown office) 
 
February 2, 2015 
 
Attendees: President Royce Griffin, Bunk Robinson, Kevin Jenkins, Don Burton, 
Stan Fisher, Kay Brinkerhoff, Russ Bateman, David Rogers, David 
Summerhayes, Roland Lee, Durant McArthur. 
 
1. President Royce Griffin called the meeting to order at about 9:10 a.m. 
[1a.] Russ offered opening prayer.  
 
2. Secretary's minutes Reviewed by Durant and Kay and APPROVED by the 
board. Don didn't get a copy of last month's minutes and needs to make sure 
he's still on the distribution list. 
 
3. Treasurer's report. Stan: I've sent out one scholarship check during the past 
month, which leaves $27,480.79 in the Cache Valley account. We also paid 
$1,900 in dues to the national office and $1,169.29 to Golden Corral for the 
dinner, which leaves $12,444.97 in the Wells Fargo account.  
[3a.] Stan reviews a list of numerous members who haven't paid dues for the 
year to determine if they need to be contacted. The board provides input on 
individual circumstances as they are aware of them. Royce: I think most of them, 
except for three we've mentioned, want to remain members.  
 
4. Area Vice-president. Don: The national office is rewriting the bylaws up north, 
in large part because Tess's load was too heavy and they need to redistribute 
some of the responsibilities. J 
[4a.] National calendar. There will be a southern area regional symposium in 
Cedar City like the one we had here last year. It's tentatively scheduled for April 
11. The national symposium in the Salt Lake area will be May 9, and is going to 
be about Parley P. Pratt. The national convention will be in Brigham City on Sept. 
17-19.  
[4b.] David Humphries is seeking information on the Parowan Gap for a March 
trek, because the chances of getting into Shunesburg are slim to none right now. 
Kevin: If there were a way to get into Shunesburg but on someone else's 
schedule instead of ours, would we be willing and able to do a special schedule 
for the trek? Kay: The committee went up to inquire with the owners of the private 
property we'd have to access to get there, and they were met by a guard at the 
gate who turned them away. It appears pretty certain we're not going to be able 
to get in touch with the owner, who is the Microsoft / Seattle Seahawks bigwig 
that moves in higher society. Kay: David has only heard from three people about 
interest in the three-day trek proposal, so he's reconsidering that plan as well. 
Durant: My Heaton ancestor founded Alton and Moccasin back in polygamy 
days, and those communities are preparing some kind of historic celebration. So 
if we wanted to do a trek there, that might be a possibility. Don: I spoke with Tom 
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Alexander, our national president. He has agreed to be our guest speaker in July. 
Also, I didn't have Staples print up our annual history report for everyone but I 
had three bound copies made for the archives, and am asking for partial 
reimbursement of those costs. Board votes and APPROVES paying the full 
amount of costs Don incurred ($70-plus).  
 
5. Past President. Durant: I made copies of the news article on our last dinner, if 
someone wants it. I wasn't there, because I was sick. 
 
6. President Elect. Bunk: We have a new member -- Paul Weaver. David 
Rogers: I recruited him. He was helping me on the Temple Trail project and I'd 
like him on my committee.  
[6a.] Bunk: I've got a contact for Cotton Days -- it will be the last week of April 
through May 1. I left the organization of our involvement to Robin, but we can 
participate in the parade and set up an exhibit like usual. We can use as much 
help as possible -- it's a big effort. In the past, Dean has used his ranch hands to 
help but they didn't last year, and Dean's getting to the point he can't do it all. 
He's been running that for at least 10 years. Royce: Do we suggest Dean scale 
back? Durant: I think if he can do it, he'll want to do it, but we need to plan to help 
him as much as we can.  
 
7. President. Royce: Ski is looking at another domain name for our web page. 
Dot-info is difficult to find because is uncommon, and we've been wanting to 
develop our web page independently of the national site. He's got some nice 
ideas. The domain name costs $7.50 per year. Royce passes out print-out copies 
of the home page. Voted and APPROVED to have Ski purchase the 
cottonmissionsup.org domain name and continue setting it up as our website. 
[7a.] Royce: I haven't heard much response as far as whether people liked the 
buffet-style changes to the dinner program. Don: I heard a fair amount of 
feedback on the dinner. By and large, people thought it was good and were OK 
with the buffet line format. Stan: One suggestion was that there was room for two 
lines and it would have gone faster. Also, that things could be organized best by 
calling specific tables in turn to come up, to avoid a stampede. Kay: We should 
come up with markers for 15 tables, and then we can call the tables by number. 
Royce: I didn't time it, but somebody told me we got everyone through in 20 
minutes. It ended up costing us $12.25 or $12.50 per plate. Bunk: We supplied 
plates, cups, etc., and I estimated that cost us about 22 cents per plate. Stan: I 
don't have numbers, but we spent more than we took in this time. It seems like 
the difference was about $80. Royce: There was still plenty of food left and the 
caterers weren't going to take the extra back, but once we told the members they 
could have more, they snatched up everything to take home with them.  
[7b.] Royce reviews the organizational chart. DISCUSSION of possible 
candidates for the Pioneer History chairman. Royce also reviews list of members 
who don't have assignments, for feedback from the board. We need to fill the 
Treks position so that Bunk doesn’t have to do it. Kay: I'd like to get somebody to 
work with Lloyd Carter on the dinner programs, but he's not even involving the 
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committee member he has right now. DECIDED that we'll ask Richard Tucker to 
help Russ, Paul Weaver on trails and Dan Zabriskie and Richard McDowell on 
treks.  
 
8. Roland reviews plans for this month's newsletter and the calendar through 
July for approval. Some details are still tentative, particularly about the March 
trek, but the date will be listed so people can begin planning to participate.  
[8a.] Russ coordinates details for the dinner pre-meeting PowerPoint for Roland's 
dinner talk with him. Don: It would be good to include that national has told us 
new members under 55 can be signed up at the Friends and Family rate, and 
then continue each year at the Friends and Family rate until they're 55.  
 
9. Trails and Monuments. David Rogers: We're nearly complete on preparing 
and placing the five marker posts we're doing for the first phase of the Temple 
Trail project. The posts will have the words Temple Trail carved on them, and 
there will be a metal picture of the temple plus a metal medallion that has the 
SUP logo on it placed on the posts. We have volunteer help to put the posts in, 
once we get BLM approval. The first phase covers the first 15 to 20 miles of a 70-
mile stretch. Durant: But that is the part that has the most difficult stretches of the 
trail to find. David: There's one small stretch we didn't find. We're preparing a 
map that also shows roads near the trail so people know how to drive it. The map 
will indicate which portions need a high-clearance vehicle. Durant: To follow that 
entire trail precisely would be almost impossible. David: We're also preparing a 
history of the trail that will go into a pamphlet. Durant: David and Paul Furr have 
put tremendous energy into this. Royce: In the time I've been a member, it's one 
of the most exciting things I've seen. Royce / Durant: We passed a previous 
resolution to pay for the medallion costs -- David has submitted a bill for $70. The 

following is excerpted from David's report: Diana (BLM) has submitted for 
NEPA review our proposal for placement of the five posts.   She says that 
this will take about a month.  As soon as we have permission, we will be 
ready to install the posts.  I will identify some possible dates for installing 
the posts and alert you ahead of time. Taylor Biesinger is working on a 
draft of the map using information supplied from more than 10 trips we 
made to identify the trail including the location of BLM, Boy Scout, and our 
proposed posts. I propose that we begin identifying and creating a detailed 
map and proposed new posts for the section of the trail running south from 
Fort Pierce to the bottom of the southern dugway below the Hurricane 
Cliffs.  Some of this trail is identified with posts (some have been 
vandalized), but there is not a GPS guide for the trail and there are places 
along the trail where new posts will be needed. 
  
10. Communications. David Summerhayes: We reviewed the member 
applications Lewis Merritt has. The current form needs to be updated with an 
application date, a statement that the monthly newsletter is also part of 
membership, and the request for a bio and photo. Royce: The bio and photo 
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request are included in the application form on the back with the new version. 
Bunk: Our web address also ought to be mentioned on the application so they 
can get answers to questions they may have.  
 
11. Member Services. Kay: Just re-emphasize that I'll get with Lloyd Carter to 
see if he can beef up his committee and make sure he gets program to Kevin the 
first of the month. I sold two shirts at the last dinner. It helps that you mention at 
the dinner meeting that they're available at the back of the room. As far as my 
dinner calling list, I notice some members don't have listed phone numbers.  
 
12. Close at 10:45 a.m. 
[12a.] Don offered the closing prayer. 
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SUP Cotton Mission Chapter Board Meeting Minutes 
Cache Valley Bank (St. George downtown office) 
 
March 2, 2015 
 
Attendees: President Royce Griffin, Durant McArthur, Don Burton, Bunk 
Robinson, Bryan Johnson, Kay Brinkerhoff, Russ Bateman, Stan Fisher, Royce 
Griffin, David Summerhayes, Dean Terry, Leo Lyman 
 
Excused: Kevin Jenkins. 
 
1. President Royce Griffin called the meeting to order at 9:05 a.m. 
[1a.] offered opening prayer.  
 
2. Approval of new board member.  APPROVED on motion by Kay Brinkerhoff 
and second by David Rogers the appointment of Leo Lyman as Director of 
Pioneer History. 
 
3. Secretary's minutes were not presented. 
 
4. Treasurer's report. Stan Fisher: The primary Wells Fargo account balance at 
the beginning of the month was $14,350, rounded off, and an end balance of 
$14,449, rounded off.  The January dinner made a profit of $93. The Cache 
Valley Bank scholarship account had a beginning balance of $27,515 and an 
ending balance of $27,795.  
[4a.] Stan noted that our scholarship balance was at an all-time high.  Dean 
Terry suggested that we might look into investing some portion of the scholarship 
monies in a higher yielding instrument and noted that the LDS Church Perpetual 
Education Fund had high returns and it would be nice for our money to give high 
returns.  Stan will do some investigation. 
 
5. National Vice President’s report.  Don Burton will be taking materials to the 
national office for signatures and approval. 
 
6. Past President's Report. Durant McArthur addressed the date of Brigham 
Young’s prophecy about the founding of St. George: “there shall yet be a city 
between the volcanic ridges…”  It turns out that the prophecy was made in 1859 
rather than 1861 as many people believe.  He prepared a short white paper and 
will distribute it to board members.   
   
7. President-elect’s Report.  Bunk Robinson with help principally from Royce 
and Stan led a discussion on new members and non-renewing members 
  
8. President's report. Royce Griffin reported on his attendance at the National 
Presidents Training at SUP headquarters in Salt Lake City on February 28.  He 
reviewed the upcoming regional history symposium in Cedar City on April 11, the 
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annual historical symposium at SUP headquarters on May 9, and the national 
convention in Brigham City on September 17-19.  He also noted that our chapter 
was one of three chapters honored for outstanding newsletters and one of six 
chapters given the National Recognition Award.  He led a discussion on how 
these awards might be appropriately displayed.  He led additional discussions on 
the upcoming April scholarship dinner, what might be done to increase chapter 
memberships, and upcoming calendar items including the March 14 trek to 
Cedar City and Parowan Gap and upcoming chapter board meetings.  Don 
Burton with help from others will get our chapter highlight materials and 
membership applications to the Lineage Society Meeting on March 14 at the 
Family History Center.  
 
9. Trails and Monuments Director report.  David Rogers reported on the 
progress made on the marking the Temple Trail (posts and display signs are in 
late stages of preparation) and an upcoming cooperative trip (March 7) to the 
Miller Cutoff Trail.   
 
10. Pioneer History Director report.  Leo Lyman was invited to give some 
person background.  He did so and also expressed his feeling that SUP should 
continue to emphasize the contributions of lay people noting that he and national 
president Lamar Alexander are professional historians.  
 
11. Communication Director report.  David Summerhays reported that the 
news release of February dinner meeting has been prepared but not yet 
published and that the March newsletter will be distributed very soon.  
 
12. Member Services Director report.  Kay Brinkerhoff reported on a St. 
George Tabernacle talk last Wednesday whose presenter would be a good 
Cotton Mission Chapter speaker.   
 
13. Community Involvement Director report. Bryan Johnson needs another 
person besides DelRay Hammons to help with the essay program.  He also 
reported that the DSU produced “My Father’s Highway” is available for $20 (cash 
only) at the film office in the Jennings Building at DSU. 
  
14. Technology Director report. Russ Bateman had reported earlier in the 
meeting that work is ongoing to get documents that were formerly available on 
the website are being made available on the new one that Ski Ingram has set up.  
He had no further comments.  
 
15. Development Director report. Dean Terry reviewed the upcoming Cotton 
Days and commented on the routing of I-15 through the Virgin River Gorge and 
how it could have gone a different way.  Dean and Leo Lyman also commented 
on the routing of Ii-15 in Juab County.  
 
16.  Closing prayer by Bunk Robinson at 10: 50 
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SUP Cotton Mission Chapter Board Meeting Minutes 
Cache Valley Bank (St. George downtown office) 
 
April 6, 2015 
 
Attendees: President Royce Griffin, Bunk Robinson, Kevin Jenkins, Bryan 
Johnson, Stan Fisher, David Summerhayes, Kay Brinkerhoff, Russ Bateman, 
David Rogers, Don Burton, Dean Terry, Roy Taylor, Durant McArthur. 
 
1. President Royce Griffin called the meeting to order at 9:07 a.m. 
[1a.] Dean offered opening prayer.  
 
2. Essays / scholarships. Roy Taylor had to leave early for a dentist appointment, 
so he made his report first. Roy: This year we've collected 28 essays and every 
school is involved. That's far more participation than usual. The essays will be 
reviewed this week and the winners should be selected and notified by the 
weekend. The Belliston Foundation out of Provo has again contributed $1,000 to 
our scholarship fund. We're finding a couple of situations in which the essays are 
deviating from their original purpose, and we're trying to decide how to bring 
things back to the original purpose. Three of the essays are from non-citizens, so 
I think we need to make a policy as to whether we will accept scholarship 
applications from people who are immigrants in the country illegally. It is a fact of 
life that we have very intelligent and successful students among us who are non-
citizens, and they don't receive scholarships from other sources if I understand 
correctly, so we need to make a decision. I only have to go back two generations 
to find immigrants in my family, so I'm kind of sensitive to the issue. Kevin: Are 
they Dreamers that are protected temporarily, I assume? Roy: I don't know about 
that. But the counselors tell us if we award the scholarships the schools will 
accept them. The counselors all seem to think we should help them however we 
can, but I think they are legally forced to accept them. Royce: How will we 
introduce them? Roy: We're working that out. We want to have them read from 
their essays. We may have to have interpreters involved. Durant: It seems like 
since they were invited to provide an essay this year, they should be considered. 
Roy: Actually, the school counselors snuck them in on us without us knowing it. 
Dixie was the first one, then Desert Hills. Also, we're encountering a situation 
with the essays, where we find that applicants are coming to us more with 
personal problems and less and less with responses about how they are 
benefiting from and paying forward the efforts and values of the pioneers. We're 
considering rewriting the regulations to have each entry study the history of the 
pioneers and write an essay about how the pioneers' experiences mirror the 
applicants' experiences. 
[2a.] After an interruption to deal with other business, we returned to the subject 
of awarding scholarships to undocumented immigrants. Kevin explains the 
DREAM Act and the way it affects illegal immigrant students known as 
Dreamers, especially with regard to Dixie State University. The federal 
government, under President Obama, established the DREAM Act which 
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provides an avenue for students who are illegal immigrants to avoid deportation. 
The Washington County School District enrolls numerous undocumented 
immigrant K-12 students without reporting them for deportation, but as they 
become adults they don't have the same safeguards. The DREAM Act allows 
people who were brought into the country illegally by their parents to register with 
the government as illegal immigrants who qualify for exemption because they are 
are working / studying and don't have any criminal record. But the exemption only 
lasts two years, and once the immigrants have "outed" themselves they have to 
hope they can renew their exemption in two years, which may not be possible 
under a new presidential administration. Kevin: That means illegal immigrant 
students may be able to benefit from our scholarships under protection of federal 
law. But I reported a few months ago (in a newspaper story) about an Enterprise 
High School graduate who is a Dreamer, who was awarded a scholarship to 
Dixie State but Dixie State rescinded the scholarship once they learned he is in 
the country as an undocumented immigrant. Even though he had qualified in 
other ways as an exceptional student and is protected as a Dreamer, the 
university was unable to award the scholarship to him because of his immigration 
status. DISCUSSION. If Dixie State was unable to award a scholarship to an 
undocumented immigrant, how does that affect us if we're turning our scholarship 
over to the university on the students' behalf? Dean: I think we should award 
them this year. I am aware of situations in which illegal immigrants are being 
taught by the LDS missionaries, despite their immigration status. The church 
allowed that and the government allowed that. That's something to consider. 
(Secretary's note: I was a local "language missionary" and member of a Hispanic 
branch presidency during a 7 1/2-year period in the last decade. While the 
church is allowed to teach immigrants regardless of their status and is not 
required to report it to the government, that does not protect immigrants involved 
with the church from being deported. It was not uncommon for church members 
or investigators to be arrested on immigration charges pending deportation 
hearings.) Dean and Stan: We are the decision-making body but we should have 
a recommendation from the scholarship committee for us to rule on, rather than 
having us hash the whole issue out on our own. Dean: We need to be careful 
about awarding the Belliston scholarship to illegal immigrants, also. Don: My 
initial feeling is I'm of the opinion that if the students are trying hard and if the 
national chapter's OK with it, we let them have it. Kevin: This decision has to be 
made right away because the scholarships will be awarded this month. I make a 
motion that we table the issue because the question has been raised at the last 
minute. I move we say we will not allow illegal immigrant applicants this year until 
we have time to give the issue proper review and study, especially in light of 
precedent where Dixie State denied a scholarship under its control to a student 
last year and we don't know how that will correlate with our award. David Rogers: 
I'm also concerned about Roy's statement that the counselors "slipped them in." 
Dean discusses the challenges of getting schools to be interested in providing 
applicants. Kevin notes that a reporter from The Spectrum has been assigned to 
report on this year's awards ceremony, which may help to raise awareness and 
interest. Vote on motion to deny illegal immigrant applicants this year only 
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pending further review, which PASSES by majority vote with Dean and Durant in 
opposition.  
[2b.] Dean mentions that we're losing membership, which may cause us to see a 
decline in scholarship donations over time.  
[2c.] Regarding the fall scholarship dinner, there has been a question about 
whether it will take place at the Terry ranch or at the Hyrum Smith ranch in 
Gunlock. Dean's wife is saying she'd rather just continue to do it at the ranch 
because it's easier on her, which is acceptable to the board.  
[2d.] General discussion of what other SUP chapters do to award scholarships.  
[2e.] Don: The newsletter says the scholarships are $750 but they're $1,000.  
[2f.] Bryan: Delray and I went to visit all the schools. Delray had the idea of 
getting the teachers' phone numbers to improve our ability to contact them, and 
he's got a list. He's concerned about the judges. Everyone we talked to is 
interested in doing this. Dean: Orr Hill originated the program and he paid for the 
scholarships -- we could call the program the Orr Hill Program. Don: We had 
trouble with Little Valley last year -- they had some fourth grade involvement but 
for Washington it's a big deal. Bryan: It will be a lot different this year. Stan: I like 
Dean's proposal. We should name the program after Orr Hill. We will discuss it 
and come up with a name. Dean makes a motion we come up with a name like 
"the Orr Hill whatever" -- we can finish that idea later. It's a historical essay 
contest. Motion voted and APPROVED unanimously.  
[2g.] Roy: Charles Clayton told me he wants to withdraw his scholarship 
donations for reasons not related to money at all. I told him the students would 
be sorry and they would be left out, just as he feels he's been left out. I listened 
to him, though, and hope his attitude will change. DISCUSSION. Royce: 
Basically what he's been saying is he's been ignored and people aren't giving 
him the attention he deserves. But then at the end of the meeting, he feels good 
about things again. Dean: Because of the amount he's given, he should have a 
special scholarship like the Belliston, each $1,000, and then the rest of the 
scholarships are normal (combined efforts). He had someone specific in mind, 
and as long as the committee approves that person that's what should happen. 
We shouldn't leave the committee out of the loop. But anyone who can 
encourage Charlie and put their arm around him, they should do it. Royce: 
Whether he donates anything or not, he should feel like he's a valued member of 
the chapter.  
 
3. Secretary's minutes David Rogers asks for an amendment to note that he 
was in attendance at last month's meeting. Board APPROVES minutes as 
amended. 
 
4. Treasurer's report. Stan: Our balance this month was about $754 better than 
this time last year in the general Wells Fargo account. The Cache Valley 
scholarship account is $688 ahead of this same period last year. The Wells 
Fargo account was at $13,743.97 on March 1 and dropped to $13,593.97 in 
April. The Cache Valley account was at $28,520.79 on March 1 and is at 
$27,770.79 now. We delivered one $750 scholarship last month and have $2,750 
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in outstanding obligations that haven't been collected yet by the recipients. Stan: 
I'm concerned about one of them from Millcreek -- I don't know why it hasn't been 
collected and I don't know how long we want to wait. It's one of the $1,000 
awards. Stan says he will check to see how long it's been since it was awarded.  
 
5. Discussion of Mavis and Orr Hill's deaths. Stan talked to the family and visited 
Orr. Mavis' passing was unexpected but she had fallen and injured herself, and 
didn't recover. The family struggled to decide what to do with Orr; he was 
somewhat aware of things during the funeral but became confused as time 
advanced, and went downhill fast. The kids all said once she was gone, he just 
gave up. The family felt it was best. His funeral is this coming Saturday at 11:00 
at the Fort Pierce chapel, where Mavis' was. The only viewing will be immediately 
prior to the funeral. Dean: The Cedar symposium will be at 1:00, which means 
there may be a conflict between the two events with travel time. Dean pays 
tribute to Orr and Mavis' history. We need to find someone who can play piano at 
the dinner meetings. Mentioned that Lloyd Carter can play.  
 
6. National office. Don: The symposiums this month and next month are the only 
immediate concerns involving national chapter, and they're on the calendar. 
[6a.] Don mentions that the Hurricane chapter dinner included Jolene Allphin's 
presentation on her book, titled "Tell Them My Story Too." It refers to the 
handcart companies; she did quite a bit of work.  
[6b.] Don: Daniel Zafalla said the new website would be up and running by the 
end of March. Linda Sorensen at the national office is the contact to reach him 
because the office manager is out on maternity leave.  
 
7. Membership. Stan says he has not received any new member applications, 
although two are mentioned on the agenda.  
[7a.] Don: We need to add Robin Davis' name on the organizational chart for the 
Cotton Mission Committee. David Rogers has been dropped from my committee 
because he's going on a mission. He can't be a director but he can still be on the 
committee, and he doesn't leave until next fall.  
[7b.] Discussion of some member health concerns. Don: Marlo Anderson paid 
his dues directly to the national office, but it sounds like national sent the local 
amount back to him, so we need to contact him about it. I went and talked to 
Charles Topham -- he's a lifetime member who plans to attend when he's in 
town.  
 
8. Calendar. Royce: I would hope we'll support the Cedar chapter by attending 
the symposium.  
[8a.] Dean: I understand Cotton Days will be during four days at the end of the 
month. I'm healthy enough to get the resources we need for our booth there, if 
there will be enough support from our members to man the booths. If the interest 
is going down because it's too inconvenient for people to attend, we may need to 
rethink it. But now, all of the elementaries are going to be attended. Royce: My 
concern is the kids have such a short time there, you're barely getting into the 
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subject and they have to be moving on. And if there are more schools, it may be 
even worse. Dean: We really need to get a commitment from people. Durant: 
Robin Davis would be good to spearhead that. Dean: I'd suggest having Bunk 
oversee it. Royce: I'll contact Robin. Durant: We need to be well-organized going 
into the dinner so that we can get people signed up at that time to volunteer.  
 
9. Treks. Royce: As far as I know, we don't have anything scheduled for the May 
trek. I did discuss things with David Humphrey but haven't heard back on that. 
David Rogers: David Humphrey was scheduled to have surgery around this time. 
Royce: Leo (Lyman) is over top of all that now, and I know he's got ideas.  
 
10. Trails. David Rogers: The five cedar posts are ready to go into the ground for 
the Honeymoon trail. They've gone through the environmental protection 
process, we're just waiting for BLM approval. Two of the posts will be on private 
property, and the property owner has given us permission. We may need as 
many as 10 new posts. We've refurbished some of the existing posts. On a 
recent trip, Paul's Jeep got stuck. He stayed with the Jeep, I walked 16 of the 18 
miles back to Hurricane to get help. It was at night.  
[10a.] Dean: Sid Atkin expressed concern about the future of Atkinville's 
remnants. Some things are going to be lost down there over time. Having the 
chapter take charge of that might be a worthwhile project at some point. I know 
you're busy right now.  
 
11. Publicity. David Summerhayes: We got the word out about the trek after 
running into some glitches, because Jerry was sick and he couldn't go. We're 
finally getting some new-member bios together, but the person at national who 
was taking care of them doesn't answer, so we're wondering who to get them to. 
Also, the Friends and Family application form doesn't include mention of a bio. 
 
12. Dinner. Discussion of whether to have the Moment in History at scholarship 
dinner. It's good for the students to hear that. Dean: And we need to go back to 
singing happy birthday to those who have birthdays during the month. We used 
to do that. 
[12a.] Russ: At the last meeting, the microphone battery went dead. I'll try to 
carry a spare backup. I'll do a PowerPoint presentation for the scholarship 
meeting. Royce: I think those are wonderful.  
 
13. Close at 10:45 a.m. 
[13a.] David Summerhayes offered the closing prayer. 
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SUP Cotton Mission Chapter Board Meeting Minutes 
Cache Valley Bank (St. George downtown office) 
 
May 4, 2015 
 
Attendees: President Royce Griffin, Bunk Robinson, Kevin Jenkins, Dean Terry, 
Bryan Johnson, Russ Bateman, David Summerhays, David Rogers, Don Burton, 
Roland Lee, Leo Lyman, Duran McArthur, Roy Taylor.  
 
1. President Royce Griffin called the meeting to order at 9:09 a.m. 
[1a.] David Summerhayes offered opening prayer.  
 
2. At Royce's invitation, Leo offers a brief update on his studies of Paiute history. 
What he's written can be found in the Journal of Mormon History; copies are 
available.  
 
3. Secretary's report. Minutes reviewed and APPROVED. Kevin needs to make 
sure Don Burton gets a copy of the Board of Directors minutes.  
 
4. Treasurer's report. Royce: Stan's not here; we'll postpone the treasurer's 
report. He's busy -- you may know he's the patriarch in his stake. I visited him the 
other day and he had his jogging clothes on -- he'd just returned from running five 
miles in the desert.  David Summerhayes: He's still skiing also.  
 
5. National office report. Don: The national symposium in the Salt Lake area is 
coming up. Before that, they'll have Family Search representatives coming over 
to talk about digitizing the SUP's records. Project SUP 60 was mentioned on the 
Trailmarker. Family Search is working with the DUP now to digitize their records 
up to the arrival of the railroads. The SUP will have an opportunity to provide 
records for the period from the railroad's start in 1869 to 1929. DISCUSSION. If 
anybody's going up to the symposium, we need to let national know early for a 
headcount so they can accommodate everyone. Dean: Some of the people have 
thought the national symposium is not for everyone, just the officers. Some 
people have been confused about that and we wanted to make it clear that it is 
open to everyone.  
[5a.] The website is up, but they're still making some adjustments. National 
would like us to submit copies to them of our scholarship winner's essays so they 
can publish them on the website.  
[5b.] For the calendar, Tom Alexander is coming down to talk to us in July. Nov. 
21 will be the regional leadership training down here.   
[5c.] I've sent Royce a copy of the list of all the pioneers who have been 
memorialized or are in the process of being memorialized. Members can contact 
one of us if there is a question about whether an ancestor has been 
memorialized already. 
 
6. Past president's report. Durant: I don't have a lot. I'll just mention I plan to go 
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up to the symposium, and I have done three histories that fall into the 1869 to 
1929 era for my wife's family, for a book they're putting together.  
 
7. President-elect's report. Bunk: I don't have any information on new 
members. Royce: I haven't heard of any new members. Bunk: We need to have 
some discussion on past-due dues, plus there's some confusion on where people 
pay dues to as far as whether they go to the local chapter or the national office. 
Stan was going to talk to a few members to try to get things straightened out. 
Roland reads prepared statement from Royce for this month's newsletter about 
how due payments should take place. Roland: That's still a little confusing. I'd like 
to just start it off by stating, "Everything gets paid to the local chapter." That 
keeps it simple. Royce: If there's anything you think can improve the message, 
feel free to alter it. The confusion arose because the Friends and Family 
application had people sending their payments to national, and some people are 
renewing by sending their payments to the national chapter as well. Some of the 
life members are still confused about how this happens.  
 
8. President's report. Royce: At Cotton Days, I talked to one guy who picked up 
an application. He said he was interested in joining. David Summerhayes: I sent 
him your way, if it's the same ole mountain man guy I talked to. Royce: I emailed 
Robin to ask for an update on Cotton Days, to see if we need to make any 
changes. I haven't heard back from him. But I know several members 
participated. Don: Thursday's an issue, as far as getting enough people to help 
with cleanup, etc. It's a major job and puts a lot on Robin. I would suggest the 
committee be revamped and start earlier on planning for the event. The DUP's 
participation was great. Royce: I called people to get some help, and it was not 
easy. People have real health challenges that prevent them from going. I think 
we had close to 2,300 elementary students there. Robin is the chairman but 
three other people are listed on his committee, and I don't know if any of them 
helped Robin out at all. David Summerhayes: I ended up on the handcart alone, 
which is the most physical part of our showcase. After two-plus hours I was shot. 
I had to ask to be spelled from the job. Also, Robin's band was too close to our 
activity, and you couldn't carry on a conversation with the kids with the band 
playing right there. Royce: We didn't participate in the parade, for a few reasons. 
What are we going to do about that in the future? We should be in the parade, 
but what do we do in the parade? I'll let the committee deal with that, but we 
need to decide. Dean: We should combine with the DUP for it. Royce: Yeah, 
we're pushing our manpower to get people involved there. Leo will address 
things with Robin to make sure there are enough people working with him.  
 
9. Communications. Roland: I made a few changes to organizational chart. If 
there are any others to be made, write them down and send them to me. The 
newsletter goes out tonight. DISCUSSION of what to tell members about the 
upcoming trek to Hurricane Mesa on May 16. Roland: I don't have any 
information on anything that's happening. Don: My understanding is we're 
combining with the Hurricane chapter. Royce: That's the first time I've heard that. 
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Leo will follow up to get details to Roland. We'll meet at Zions Bank at 8:30 a.m. 
in Hurricane. Don: Hurricane is telling its members to expect to be out 2 to 2 1/2 
hours and for everyone to bring their own lunches. Royce: We like offering box 
lunches so everyone can get together for that. Don reads an email from 
Hurricane's chapter about the trek: It says the trek is on the 23rd, not the 16th. 
So we need to contact David Humphrey to confirm if we're combining and if the 
date has been changed to the 23rd. Leo: May 23rd is when my Old Spanish Trail 
Association is coming to talk about Parley P. Pratt, then we'll go on the trail in 
Fremont Canyon. So that creates a conflict with the Hurricane Mesa trek. Russ: 
Also, the 23rd is Memorial Day weekend, and you may lose a lot of people 
because of that. I've got family coming to town, they don't do that often. 
[9a.] David Summerhays: Thanks to The Spectrum for coverage of the 
scholarship banquet. For the summer, Jerry Johnson is going north, and Bill 
Chapman will be gone and won't be able to do photos. So Bill Ehrheart's backup 
will be reduced. Royce: We talked in the executive committee about adding Bill 
Ehrheart to the essay committee. He said he'd serve there in addition to his job 
on the publicity committee. Bryan: We do need somebody. Motion, second and 
APPROVED that Bill work on the essay committee.  
[9b.] We still need more member bios. We have eight or nine members that we 
haven't received bios from and we've been bugging them about it; it's like pulling 
teeth.  
 
10. Scholarships. Royce: Thank you Roy, and your wife, for all your work. You 
do a lot. Roy reads letter from Snow Canyon High School student thanking SUP 
for making a difference for her educational plans. The exposure in The Spectrum 
was well done.  
[10a.] DISCUSSION on possible changes to the scholarship screening process. 
Roy: If we awarded scholarships just based on the judge's scores according to 
the rules we've established, Tuacahn and Millcreek wouldn't have received 
anything this year. The highest score was 337. Tuacahn and Millcreek were 
down in the 225s. Dixie would have had three winners, some of the other schools 
would have had two. So my question is whether we decide to do everything 
numerically or make sure there's one from every school? We're leaving some 
very deserving students out. Royce: It's also worth mentioning that we had one 
high school that only had one applicant. Technically, we didn't have to read it; the 
student could have won by default. Do we want to make a minimum number of 
applicants? Dean: Why excuse a worthy applicant if there's only 
one?CONSENSUS response is that we continue to recognize someone from 
every school rather than going purely on points system. Roy: Also, we have 
specific directions for the students, but I think we need to refocus those 
instructions. We ask them them to talk about faith and how they can be modern-
day pioneers by overcoming adversity to be worthy of the scholarships, but they 
tend to focus on describing the adversities they've overcome. We need to refocus 
by having them research a Mormon pioneer and talk about how that pioneer's life 
mirrors the challenges the students deal with now, and why. I'm also suggesting 
we expand from 450 words to 600 words to give them room to develop that 
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theme. Durant: We have made the scholarship applicants base their essays on 
their needs or overcoming adversity, but I agree we should have an element 
about how they can turn their hearts to their fathers. Royce: One modification I'd 
suggest -- I don't know how many applicants are LDS, but I'd be happy if they 
wrote essays on Catholic pioneers or other religions' pioneers, as long as they're 
talking about faith as an element of the project. Kevin: I agree -- what if they 
wrote about the Dominguez-Escalante explorers who pioneered here long before 
the Mormon pioneers? CONSENSUS agreement -- if they talk about spiritual 
aspects of pioneer ancestors, the subject can be from any faith, not just Mormon. 
Dean: We need to keep faith in God part of the essay element. If a student is 
atheist or agnostic, essays for scholarships need to nonetheless reflect the faith 
in God element. Don asks about how school counselors will react to us tightening 
up the rules. Don: We informally polled three of them, they said they thought it 
would be a good idea. Roy: But another issue is that they're putting our 
scholarship opportunity into a pool of offers and directing it toward students who 
might not have access to other scholarship opportunities. Which leads to our 
discussion last month about illegal aliens, which we tabled without a decision at 
that time. Three schools asked this year if we would allow illegal immigrant 
students to apply. My ancestors were immigrants, but they came legally. But my 
opinion is we should allow illegal immigrants to enter if they otherwise qualify. 
DISCUSSION. Bunk: Does their status as illegals limit their ability to get into 
colleges? David Summerhays / Kevin: I think that's the critical question. It doesn't 
do us much good to say we might award a scholarship to a student if that student 
can't qualify to use it at a university. Roy will place a call to Belliston and Dixie 
State to see if students who are undocumented can use our scholarships at a 
state school. Durant: If Roy puts a policy statement into print, I think the board 
will be very much in favor of inclusiveness.  
[10b.] Dean: I also think we need to start considering other charter schools 
instead of just Tuacahn. Also, I'll mention that Charles Clayton came up to me at 
the awards banquet and said, "I want to give $10,000 this year." So you guys 
talking to him and welcoming him makes a huge difference. He's wanted to pull 
out of the chapter and stop his donations at different times, but encouragement 
from the members helps a lot. Russ: He can be temperamental.  
[10c.] Dean mentions the Nauvoo carriage project. Dennis Allen, his 
acquaintance, served a mission in Nauvoo and they want to have people donate 
to buy this carriage with Clydesdales pulling it for special guests to ride in. 
Dennis has obtained about half of the $8,000 cost in donations, and said he may 
get enough. But if not, he'd like us to donate something, like $500, to help.  
 
11. Pioneer history. Leo: My talk at next month's dinner will be about Jedediah 
Smith in 1826-1827. Dean: We take few minutes for the Pioneer Moment during 
dinner, but I'd like to ensure we have a few minutes of silence during the dinner 
when everyone can just watch Russ's slide show run. That's a part of our history, 
and important. Dean asks if we can go back to formally memorializing deceased 
members at the dinner meetings. Royce notes that we did mention Orr and Mavis 
Hill's passing at last month's dinner, but Dean is asking for more of a life sketch. 
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Don: We used to do that, but haven't for the last few years because of the time 
commitment. CONSENSUS is against the proposal for now. Dean also notes that 
the dinner meeting at the Terry ranch conflicts with the schedule for the national 
convention in Brigham City. Royce: We'll figure out how to deal with that.  
[11a.] Royce: In August, David Humphrey is trying to do a trek to Pine Valley and 
then back to Gunlock and maybe have Hyrum Smith give a presentation on 
Gunlock's history. Dean: Ed Bowler knows more about Gunlock than Hyrum ever 
will, maybe David should get in touch with him. Also, for that trek it would be 
good to visit Allphin where there are graves of the girls who were flood victims.  
 
12. Trails. David Rogers shows members a map of the temple trail. David: We 
have proposed replacing old destroyed posts marking the trail and putting in 
more at new locations as well to help guide people. We submitted one proposal 
to the BLM for the upper part of the trail, but they're slow as tar when it comes to 
getting things approved. Today, I will be meeting with the BLM's representative 
about the lower trail. Some posts will be provided to us, so we'll have a minimal 
cost to deal with. But my challenge is to find someone who can help with 
preparing a pamphlet that contains a map and description of the trail. Russ 
suggests Lynn Bateman; he's a professional working with that stuff. Royce: This 
is one of the great projects in this chapter. I think our bank account can be used 
for this. David R.: There would be some costs associated with the maps and 
such. I'm also talking with Ken Sizemore of DASIA about participating on this with 
us. There are ranch roads close to the trail that most people would probably 
prefer to drive on, and the BLM would probably prefer they don't drive on the trail 
itself. Russ: This is like the Temple Quarry trail project -- the Sons of Utah 
Pioneers got that going, but then kind of dropped it and somebody else ended up 
taking it over. We need to make sure we don't abandon this to someone else. 
David Rogers: One part of the proposal is we will maintain the posts for five 
years.  
 
13. Community involvement. Bryan: We've contacted all the schools about the 
elementary essays project. Two of them backed out. One chose not to 
participate. They were interested when we initially talked to them, but we were 
talking to the wrong people, apparently. Little Valley did much better this year; 
they're going to be good. Washington had 38 this year, last year they had two. 
We told each school there would be five winners, but we said everyone would get 
a certificate, which creates a lot of work for us. Don: That may be a challenge this 
year. Mel Duehlmeier's wife handles the certificates. Mel and his wife get 
released from their mission on the 10th, next week, but his wife is scheduled to 
get a knee replaced. They won't be back into chapter activity right away, because 
after she recovers they plan to go up to their place in Island Park for a few 
months. But they'll be back eventually. Durant: If she would email her file to 
someone, another person can do it. Bryan: Delray had an operation so I and my 
wife have been collecting the applications, we just need to select the winners and 
to have access to the bank account. There are five schools, which would cost the 
chapter $100 total. Durant: It'd be good for as many members as possible to 
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attend the presentations. Durant: I'll volunteer to do the certificates if I can get the 
file. I'll call Jan. Dean: Maybe we ask Bryan's committee to write up criteria and 
three of us can go to the superintendent and get this opened up to all the 
schools, and the teachers can whittle the applications down. If we get the 
superintendent over secondary education involved, things will go better. Durant: 
Having the teachers narrow it down really works well. We do that in Rotary.  
 
14. Technology. Russ doesn't have anything new to discuss.  
 
15. Close at 11:05 a.m. 
[15a.] Don Burton offered the closing prayer. 
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SUP Cotton Mission Chapter Board Meeting Minutes 
Cache Valley Bank (St. George downtown office) 
 
June 1, 2015 
 
Attendees: President Royce Griffin, Bryan Johnson, Russ Bateman, David 
Summerhays, David Rogers, Don Burton, Roland Lee, Durant McArthur, Kay 
Brinkerhoff, Stan Fisher.  
 
1. President Royce Griffin called the meeting to order at 9:10 a.m. 
[1a.] Roland Lee offered opening prayer.  
 
2. Royce shared one of the 4th grade essays (by Calia Tullis) and recommended 
that representative essays should be published in the chapter newsletter over the 
next several months.  The board endorsed this recommendation.  
 
3. Secretary's report. Minutes reviewed and APPROVED; Durant moved and 
David Rogers seconded motion for approval.  
 
4. Treasurer's report. Stan reported that the Wells Fargo (Scholarship) account 
had a balance of $26,371 and the Cache Valley (Regular) account had a balance 
of $13,414 after months business.  
 
5. National Vice President report. [5a.] Memoriams are up to date with the 
submission of one for Orr Hill. [5b.]Don reported that the policy on non-citizens 
receiving scholarships is to consider all applicants and referred to Howard W. 
Hunter’s advice to the Los Angeles Chapter years ago that all applicants should 
be considered.   [5c.] Don suggested that scholarship essay placement on the 
chapter webpage is pending. [5d.] Local chapters should maintain SUP 
monuments and markers in their respective territories. [5e.] Chapter 
achievement awards are being revised 
 
6. Past president's report. Durant reported his attendance to the national 
symposium on Parley P. Pratt and updated the progress on the Temple Quarry 
Trail near the Red Hills Golf Course; this effort is being led by Wayne Pace of the 
Dixie Encampment Chapter. 
 
7. President-elect's report. Royce reported for Bunk on the non-renewal 
membership issues.  An effort has been made to contact all non-renewing 
members.  Our membership will be about 75 when these membership issues are 
resolved. 
 
8. President's report. Royce led a discussion about what could be done to 
increase attendance at treks, reported that the Hurricane Mesa trek on May 23 
was a fine trek, and reviewed the calendar through September. 
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9. Trails and Landmarks. David Rogers reviewed the progress on the Temple 
Trail (from Mt. Trumbull) and invited participation on the June 5 workday where 5 
posts will be installed (3 on BLM land and 2 on private land).  He further reported 
that 10 posts will be needed on the lower part of the trail (from the upper dug way 
to Ft. Pierce) as the trail is clarified and that some additional funds will be 
needed. 
 
10. Communications. Roland will be getting the June newsletter out soon.  He 
needs the written information from the Hurricane Mesa trek.  David Summerhays 
will contact Jerry Johnson to get the report turned in.  Bunk had already provided 
some photographs.  David reported Lewis Marrot still needs some bios from new 
members.  
 
11. Member Services.  Kay led a discussion about upcoming programs and the 
need to keep program director Lloyd Carter fully informed of the board’s 
activities. 
 
12. Community involvement. Bryan reported that the five schools (Washington, 
Riverside, Little Valley, Heritage, and Bloomington Hills that participated in this 
years 4th grade essay contest provided some 125 essays.  All prizes and 
certificated have been awarded.  He plans on a more systemized process for 
next year.  He also commented on the scholarship program—that we should fully 
support Roy and Cheryl Ann Taylor. :  
 
13. Close at 10:35 a.m. 
[15a.] Bryan Johnson offered the closing prayer. 
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SUP Cotton Mission Chapter Board Meeting Minutes 
Cache Valley Bank (St. George downtown office) 
 
July 6, 2015 
 
Attendees: President Royce Griffin, Kevin Jenkins, Stan Taylor, Kay Brinkerhoff, 
Russ Bateman, David Summerhays, Roland Lee, Leo Lyman, Durant McArthur.  
 
1. President Royce Griffin called the meeting to order at 9:10 a.m. 
[1a.] Russ Bateman offered opening prayer.  
 
2. At Royce's invitation, Kay Brinkerhoff offered a short tale about a pioneer 
ancestor. 
 
3. Secretary's report. Minutes reviewed and APPROVED. Kevin briefly 
discusses "pioneering" developments of FLDS outcasts in Short Creek in 
response to questions about a weekend news report on the Fourth of July 
holiday. 
 
4. Treasurer's report. Stan: We've paid out some scholarship funds to Taylor 
Morgan but we still have $26,532.32. We brought in $1,145 from the scholarship 
dinner, thanks to a couple of big donations. The main checking account has 
$12,780.16. We took in $169 from trek receipts. We got $2,633 from dinner 
receipts, primarily because of the big scholarship donations that were afterward 
sent to that account, and we paid out a few hundred dollars in expenses. The 
Golden Corral bill was $900. There were other miscellaneous payments made. 
Sounds like we're in good shape. 
[4a.] Roland provides a report on Charley Clayton's activities. He provided much 
of that scholarship dinner boost and has said he'll make another donation for the 
Honeymoon Trail posts. He's also paying for developments at Mt. Pisgah where 
pioneering ancestors are buried, etc. Roy and Dean want to present a plaque to 
him to honor him for all his contributions.  
[4b.] Stan: Mel Duehlmeier and I have a tacit agreement that Mel will replace me 
the first of October. 
 
5. Past President's report. Durant: David Rogers is trying to get GPS help for 
mapping the Honeymoon Trail project, so I'm working with him on that.  
 
6. President elect's report. Bunk Robinson is absent but Royce provides a 
report on membership developments. There have been no new applications this 
year; we've removed at least a half dozen memberships from our rosters in 
recent months because of health issues, etc. Royce: The chapter itself is still 
healthy with member numbers, but we're wondering how to improve our numbers 
and participation. As we've discussed it, we believe that one-on-one contact is 
still the most important thing for spreading the word about what we're doing. And 
the magazine is very popular with people. DISCUSSION of Brigham Young 
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history in recent edition of the magazine. Roland's chapter newsletter also 
provides an opportunity to forward information about our SUP chapter to friends 
and neighbors. Royce: It's a good advertisement for us. We do need some new 
blood. Leo asks how we compare in size to other chapters. Stan: Dixie 
Encampment Mall chapter has 12 members, and they take the summer off. 
Hurricane is about the same size as us -- about 70 to 80 members. Cedar City 
has more members than we do but they don't get anywhere near the participation 
we do. The Red Rock (Kanab) chapter has about 35 members, but they are 
really go-getters despite their small size. They just finished putting on a national 
convention. Royce: If you have an associate who wants to investigate, bring 
them to the dinner and we'll pay for them that first time.  
 
7. President's report. Royce reviews the calendar. Dean has suggested Ed 
Bowler will be a good Gunlock historian for the August trek, but both he and 
Dean will be tied up at the Washington County Fair during the week we had the 
trek scheduled, so the Executive Committee is suggesting moving the trek to the 
22nd. APPROVED, non-vote. Royce: Preparations for the national convention 
are exciting. The Terry dinner will be a few days after the national convention but 
people have indicated they think that will be OK.  
 
8. Community Involvement. Bryan Johnson is not here to talk about his group, 
but Roland says he has the information he needs for the newsletter about 
speaker Tom Alexander, etc. He is missing information about the temple trail. 
Royce reads David Rogers' report on the work regarding the posts and map 
preparation. The BLM says its environmental impact submission on the project 
won't be ready to submit before the fall, so we won't be able to complete the post 
installation until that time. 
 
9. Technology. Russ talked to Ski Ingram about the website. Russ: The board 
needs to give him direction as far as the contents, but he's generally doing a 
good job. Royce: I've given him some ideas and he's been good about following 
up. Russ: It was disturbing that we lost the historic sites information, but I've 
found it for him. Also, If we can get some information about Tom Alexander's 
upcoming dinner topic, it would help me prepare the slide show. 
 
10. Trails and Landmarks. David Rogers isn't here to report. Royce: My hope is 
that the next phase on the Temple Trail project is downhill and will be much 
easier. 
 
11. Pioneer History. Leo provides an update on the Gunlock-Pine Valley trek 
plans. Leo: We're thinking the Pine Valley restaurant will be the best place for 
lunch. We'll meet at the Albertson's on Sunset at 8:30 a.m. August 22. There are 
two things I've considered talking about in connection with the event, but I realize 
that some people consider me half a heretic. The first possibility would be a story 
about some apostate Mormons camped above Gunlock. I don't know if an SUP 
gathering is the place to tell it. Also, after the Pine Valley leg wraps up, I could 
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take people up to Mountain Meadow to talk about it, but not under official 
auspices of the SUP. DISCUSSION. 
[11a.] Leo: I would like the SUP to sponsor a book I'd write about the Navajo 
horse thief trail, which largely coincides with the Honeymoon Trail. It's a 
fascinating history that nobody knows about. There was a separate Indian-
Dixieite war going on at the same time as the Blackhawk war and Dixie got no 
help from Salt Lake.  
[11b.] Leo: As I mentioned in my dinner talk last month, they're building a 
monument to Jedediah Smith in Clear Creek Canyon. It's an elaborate 
monument backed by big money from the state parks and U.S. Forest Service. 
The monument has space for big panels on the side, and I intend to propose to 
Tom Alexander that we consider a donation of $2,000 to represent the SUP with 
a panel on the monument. It's on state park property at Fremont Indian museum; 
they would be the owners and custodians. There will be security cameras, and 
the statue metal is very strong. I believe there will be a freeway sign as you're 
coming past Cove Fort. Royce: We'll discuss a contribution from our chapter at 
our next Executive Committee meeting.  
 
12. Communications. David Summerhayes: I don't think Jerry Johnson's last 
article got into the newspaper. No one has seen it. Questions about the national 
SUP website -- Jerry sent it to their email and it came back but we don't know 
why. Roland already mentioned that he'll get the newsletter out tonight. David 
asks for a personal biography from Leo for submission to the national chapter.  
 
13. Member Services. Kay nothing to add, except that he is still pushing Loyd to 
get his information for the dinner to Kevin during the first week of the month. It 
hasn't been happening until closer to the event deadline. (Secretary's note: It has 
since come in). 
 
14. Close at 10:14 a.m. 
[14a.] Kevin offered the closing prayer. 
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SUP Cotton Mission Chapter Board Meeting Minutes 
Cache Valley Bank (St. George downtown office) 
 
August 3, 2015 
 
Attendees: President Royce Griffin, Bunk Griffin, Kevin Jenkins, Stan Taylor, Kay 
Brinkerhoff, Russ Bateman, Don Taylor, Bryan Johnson, Dean Terry, Durant 
McArthur.  
 
1. President Royce Griffin called the meeting to order at 9:10 a.m. 
[1a.] Kevin jenkins offered opening prayer.  
 
2. Durant McArthur offered a short moment in history, talking about the massive 
family reunion at Moccasin and Long Valley that took place a week ago. 
 
3. Secretary's report. Minutes reviewed and APPROVED. Thanks to Durant for 
taking the dinner programs Tuesday when Kevin wasn't able to make it out there 
at the last minute because of a flooded basement. 
 
4. Treasurer's report. Stan: As of Aug. 1 the Wells Fargo balance was $13,371, 
a little less than the previous month but about the same as last year. Revenue 
inflow was $2,042 from the dinner meeting. Outflow was $1,506.65. There was 
an extra donation from Charlie Clayton -- he put in $500 for the Temple Trail 
project and another $500 for his family scholarship project. Some other people 
made some donations as well. The scholarship fund is at $26,076.32. There was 
a decrease from last month's amount because we paid some funds out, but we're 
up almost $2,781 over last year. But there are about $7,250 in obligations yet to 
be met, of which about 40 percent is in obligations from 2014. The outstanding 
scholarships for 2014 are a little troublesome; I want to go over how long to hang 
onto those funds. Next month, I'll report the high schools the unclaimed 
scholarships are from. Dean: If we let Roy Taylor know, he can follow up. Stan: 
I've been notified that one student will be leaving on his mission in September, so 
we'll be holding that scholarship until 2016. The Board APPROVES Stan's report. 
[4a.] Discussion of Charlie Clayton. He has been generous with his money but 
requires some attention so he knows how much we appreciate what he does.  
[4b.] Stan: My new email is stafis@gamail.com 
[4c.] Stan: I've got to order new dinner receipts. Are we thinking about changing 
the dinner costs in the near future or do I keep the price the same on the 
receipts? I'll be ordering 500, which covers about 10 months. Royce: The general 
feeling appears to be to keep it at $14.  
 
5. Development. Dean: My wife's in intensive care; she has sepsis but may be 
moved out of there today so I need to go. But regarding the discussion about 
Charlie, I proposed we honor him at the ranch fundraiser. I think we should do 
something beyond the ordinary measure, maybe an award that includes a "This 
is Your Life" presentation that Roland could offer. The dinner speaker will be Sid 
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Atkin, but his presentation isn't going to be real long. We're going to transition to 
a catered arrangement at the ranch dinner from now on because it wipes my wife 
out to organize that, given her stage of life and health. Dean provides an update 
on Carol and his calf sorting competition for the fair. Royce: We need to talk 
about the fundraiser dinner some more. If they're having to cater the event now, 
is it worthwhile for us to be going up there and paying into the scholarship fund 
when they've paid to have someone come do dinner? Don: The old rule of thumb 
from church is if people want to serve, you let them. If Dean lets us know he can't 
do it, that's one thing. But we don't need to tell him what he can and can't do.  
[5a.] Royce: Regarding the trek, Hyrum Smith offered to let us stop at his house 
while in Gunlock if we want. Dean: Ed Bowler is on board for doing the 
presentation at Gunlock.  
 
6. National chapter. Don: National has asked for an agenda of our training 
meeting this fall. They primarily want to know about the topic. Royce: My one 
concern is that the five speakers at Cedar City's regional symposium were 
enough to wear me out, so I'd suggest fewer than that at the Nov. 21 meeting. 
Dave Rogers would be a good person to speak on the trail project.  
[6a.] Don: Also, as a reminder, the national chapter wants us to participate in 
memorializations by getting the histories of people from the after-railroad-arrival 
days in 1869.  
[6b.] Don and Kay discuss the possibility of having Jolene Allphin (Hurricane 
author of handcart book) speak at the dinner meeting in November, since that 
dinner program isn't finalized yet.  
 
7. Technology. Russ talks about the sharing of SUP histories with LDS church 
history officials. Russ: We have talked about sharing the stories submitted to us 
in the fourth grade essays, but I don't know if we can legally share those. 
DISCUSSION. Royce: I think it would be awkward to go back to all the families 
that have done those to get permission to publish / share the stories. We do 
publish the winners' essays on the internet already. Russ: It's a challenge to scan 
them all in to digitize them. Kevin: Nowadays, aren't they all digitized to begin 
with? Rather than taking what they print out for the application and having to 
redigitize it, we should be able to just tell the kids to send us an email that has 
their typed submission already in digital format. That way we aren't reinventing 
the wheel. But I think we need to have explicit permission from contest applicants 
that we can publish / share the histories they provide before we start reusing 
them. Don: National is dealing with paper right now because they have so much 
stuff and nobody to deal with it, and they've said they don't want it in digital 
format. Russ: They've had us submit it in digital format up to now.  
[7a.] Russ discusses sound system issues that caused trouble at the last dinner 
meeting. Russ: When I first joined the Sons, we had terrible results from our 
sound system. A member named Gary Smith who had radio experience helped 
us get a wireless microphone system and amplifier. The amplifier has done a 
great job, but the FCC changed the frequency regulations. We decided to 
continue using the equipment until it gave out. But when we moved to the 
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Washington City Community Center we were told they have a lot of equipment 
that we'll be able to use in compliance with the current legal regulations. But 
somebody changed the setup before the dinner meeting and we weren't able to 
use it that night. At the president's request, I've researched our options. We could 
go back to using our amplifier, but what I've found would give us a good new, 
quality system if we're willing to spend about a thousand dollars. Bunk: We have 
the funds. Moved and APPROVED unanimously that we purchase the system.  
 
8. President's report / Communications. Royce: David Summerhayes isn't 
here, but he indicated he talked to national about our gift subscriptions to the 
magazine. Our members ordered 19 gifts, which surprised me because I thought 
we had a lot ore than that. Royce notes that the Spectrum article relating to the 
last dinner, with national President Tom Alexander speaking, is in Sunday's 
newspaper.  
[8a.] Royce: We've only added one new member -- Charles Topham gave us his 
paperwork. He's from Parowan. Stan: There was a partial dues payment from 
him in the dinner envelope -- he's a lifetime member so that's all that was 
needed. Durant says he has also talked to a retired judge from Colorado who is 
interested in joining. 
 
9. Trails and Landmarks. Royce: David Rodgers isn't here but we have some 
information from him. We've received a request from Doug Roe to help revitalize 
his son's Eagle project plaque at the Confluence Park. His son will do the work 
when he gets off his mission, but Doug is asking if we'll fund it. We haven't had a 
chance to look at it ourselves yet. (Secretary's note: Following the meeting, 
Durant went to take a look at the signs and submitted a report. His report notes 

that four of the seven signs at the park were sponsored by our chapter and "all 
four need new plastic protective covers. The information below the covers 
seems to remain in good shape." The four signs provide information about 
the Parley P. Pratt 1849-'50 exploration visit; the explorations of 
Jedediah S. Smith in 1827 and 1828; the Mormon pioneer activities in the 
1850s and Indian precedents at Tonaquint; and Brigham Young's 1859 trip 
to the area and prophecy about a town yet to be built "between the 
volcanic ridges". Two of the other three signs are Eagle Scout projects but 
apparently not what Doug was referring to.) The board unanimously 
APPROVES paying for repairs, anticipating that whatever the cost ends up being 
it won't be very expensive. 
[9a.] The Temple Trail project is looking for help in getting things printed on a 
map. Are we wiling to put up the money to pay for getting it done? DISCUSSION. 
It's hard to approve funds if we don't know what the cost will be. Royce: If it's 
going to be $10,000 forget it, but if it's just a couple of thousand we should be 
able to do it. We've talked about asking at the university if someone can do it. 
Don: National has dealt with making maps and pamphlets, they may be able to 
come up with a solution.  
 
10. Calendar review. Royce discusses the upcoming trek, national convention, 
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chapter meetings, etc. Because of Labor Day, we'll hold the September board 
meeting on Aug. 31. Don: I'm considering finding a place in Hurricane for the 
regional training meeting instead of in St. George.  
 
11. Community involvement. Bryan revives the previous discussion on essay 
publication issues. If the schools decide to participate with essay entries, they'll 
have a deadline for getting things to us. Bryan reviews the process for notifying 
schools, gathering essays, judging, etc. Bryan: We'll notify them that we have the 
right to publish the applications we get. Don: Maybe would should ask the 
national office what they think. Royce: If we get 20 schools responding, that's a 
lot of work. Bryan: We've got limitless help in reviewing the applications, but 
typically the deadline has been right at the end of the school year so I'm trying to 
get the submissions earlier.  
 
12. Close at 10:41 a.m. 
[12a.] Bryan offered the closing prayer. 
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SUP Cotton Mission Chapter Board Meeting Minutes 
Cache Valley Bank (St. George downtown office) 
 
August 31, 2015 (September Board Meeting) 
 
Attendees: President Royce Griffin, Bryan Johnson, Russ Bateman, David 
Summerhays, David Rogers, Don Burton, Roland Lee, Durant McArthur, Kay 
Brinkerhoff, Bunk Robinson, Dean Terry.  
 
1. President Royce Griffin called the meeting to order at 9:07 a.m. 
[1a.] Russ Bateman offered opening prayer.  
[1b.] Some general discussion was engaged in about Andrew Jenkins being 
awarded ‘cutest baby’ at County Fair and that information should be in our 
newsletter; also that Jolene Allpin could be a meal meeting speaker; and that 
Carol Terry is generally improving in health. 
 
2. Secretary's report. Minutes were not presented. 
 
3. Treasurer's report. No formal report but Royce reported that there was not 
substantial change in bank account balances.  
 
4. National Vice President (Don Burton) report. [5a.] The national convention 
will be in Brigham City, September 17-19. [5b.] National leadership is asking 
chapters to review SUP monuments in each chapter’s territory and to assay the 
condition of those monuments. [5c.] The regional training meeting will be in 
Hurricane on November 21.  Both National President Alexander and President-
elect Hurst will be there.  
 
5. Past President's (Durant McArthur) report. No formal report but Durant did 
review the funeral of Annie Jennings 
 
6. President-elect's (Bunk Robinson) report. Reported on new members, 
Charles Topham and Jim Demlow). Life memberships can now be paid by 
installments.  
 
7. President's (Royce Griffin) report. Assigned Charles Topham to Dave 
Rogers  Trails and Landmarks Committee.  Encouraged use of Pioneer 
Magazine gift subscriptions for SUP publicity and membership growth.  Reviewed 
calendar items 

•  September 17-19; National Convention in Brigham City 

•  September 21; Executive Committee Meeting 

•  September 22; Terry Ranch fund raising dinner 

• o Catered 

• o Board members to bring deserts 

• o Sid Atkin speaker 

• o Starts at 5:00 pm but members are welcome and 
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encouraged to come earlier 
 
8.Technology Director (Russ Bateman).  New sound equipment to be obtained 
through Galen Smith at a savings of approximately $200.  The total expected to 
be about $800.  Treasurer Stan Fisher was directed to pay the bill. 
 
9. Development Director (Dean Terry).  Reviewed fund raising dinner plan and 
reported that the special award to Charles Clayton will be presented by Roland 
Lee. 
 
10. Trails and Landmarks Director (David Rogers).  Gave Temple Trail 
marking update.  Shared map of trail, showed picture of post design, reported 
that BLM is preparing NEPA documents, and mentioned coordination with Ken 
Sizemore of Dixie Arizona Strip Interpretative Association. 
 
11.  Communications Director (David Summerhays).  Bill Ehrheart is 
preparing an article on the Gunlock-Pine Valley trek for a news release. 
 
12.  Member Services Director (Kay Brinkerhoff).  Raised the issue that 
program coordinator Lloyd Carter needs to involve his committee more and 
interact with Kay more directly.  President Griffin will look into the issue. 
 
13.  Community Involvement Director (Bryan Johnson).  Has a plan in place 
for involving 7 schools in the essay contest more efficiently that the way the 
program was managed in the past.  Bryan will use emails for coordination with 
the schools and in preparing an explanatory packet.. 
 
 
14. Benediction at 10:40 by Durant McArthur 
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SUP Cotton Mission Chapter Board Meeting Minutes 
Cache Valley Bank (St. George downtown office) 
 
October 5, 2015 
 
Attendees: President Royce Griffin, David Summerhays, Kay Brinkerhoff, Kevin 
Jenkins, Stan Taylor, Roland Lee, Bryan Johnson, Dean Terry, Russ Bateman, 
David Rogers, Don Taylor, Loyd Carter, Leo Lyman.  
 
Excused: Bunk Robinson. 
 
1. President Royce Griffin called the meeting to order at 9:10 a.m. 
[1a.] Dean Terry offered opening prayer.  
 
2. Roland explains new interactive exhibit that opened Thursday at the Church 
History Museum in Salt Lake City about the history of the pioneers. 
 
3. Secretary's report. Minutes reviewed and APPROVED. Kevin reports that 
recent Executive Committee minutes state Bunk raised a question about having 
Golden Corral possibly provide plates for our dinners and said he won't be here 
today to bring it up himself, but that the board might want to vote on it. No vote 
undertaken. 
 
4. Treasurer's report. Stan: I was hoping to be replaced in October and it's now 
October. Royce: We're working on that. Stan: I've done this off and on for six or 
seven years and Mel Duehlmeier said he was going to resume his duties as 
treasurer now that his mission and post-mission vacation is finished. David 
Rogers: Mel will be back on Sunday. I spoke with him. Royce: He's asking for 
help with the membership duties that fall under the treasurer's responsibility -- 
obtaining membership renewals and such. But he is ready to take on the financial 
work. It's a big job to get the membership renewal letters out and monitor the 
responses. Dean, other members express appreciation for Stan and his work.  
[4a.] The Wells Fargo budget account as of Sept. 30th was $11,665.92. At the 
end of August it was $11,395.92. We had a deposit from the Terry Ranch 
scholarship dinner of $4,799 but we immediately wrote $4,549 of it to the 
scholarship fund as a pass-through transaction, since that was the purpose of the 
scholarship dinner. I also wrote a check to Golden Corral for the dinner and to 
Performance Audio for new sound equipment, and to the national office on behalf 
of some new members. Our budget balance will be about $12,300 (secretary's 
note: or should it be about $12,600?) once I input an additional check from Dean. 
Russ: Thanks to a member's involvement, we were able to get about a $200 
discount on the audio equipment we bought.  
[4b.] The scholarship account is at $28,872.32 -- probably the highest it's ever 
been, which is up from $24,323.32 at the end of August. Royce asks for some 
clarification of the transactions. We have five outstanding scholarships from the 
last two years, amounting to $5,000 waiting to be paid. DISCUSSION of the 
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outstanding scholarships from 2014. Royce: I'd suggest we have Roy do some 
followup on the outstanding scholarships just to see what the status is with the 
individuals we don't already know about. Thanks to Dean for the excellent and 
generous scholarship dinner. David Summerhays: It's hard to get hold of anyone 
to check on the dinner count when the dinner is a week after the national 
convention.  
 
5. National office. Don provides a brief report on this year's national convention. 
Don: I was particularly impressed with the meal service -- they drew on a local 
stake's youth group and they did a wonderful, enthusiastic job of waiting the 
tables. Royce: I was impressed with Lloyd Newell, who does Music and the 
Spoken Word with the Tabernacle Choir as a volunteer church calling, without 
pay. Next year's national convention will be in Hurricane on Sept. 22-24. 
[5a.] The national office will be sending out a survey to those members who 
didn't renew to find out why. Recruitment and retention will be a big part of 
national's focus during the coming year.  
[5b.] Don: This year's regional leadership training will take place Nov. 21 in 
Hurricane and everyone here on the board is invited to be there. President-elect 
Jim Hurst and President Thomas Alexander will take most of the time. I want to 
cover information about memorializations. I have the memorialization submission 
already sent in to the national office for Gale Hamelwright, our recently deceased 
former president. DISCUSSION of emphasis on post-railroad-completion 
memorials that will bring in more recent generations. Don: Royce should be 
getting the certificates for all the memoriams. Let me know if there's anything 
else we need to get to national's attention that isn't covered in the newsletter. 
 
6. President's report. Royce: Regarding the membership drives, a lot of people 
say they aren't interested because they don't have pioneer ancestors. They don't 
understand that isn't a requirement for what we do. National's emphasis makes it 
apparent our chapter isn't the only one struggling with membership loss. Don 
provides statistics on loss for all the chapters -- 140 annual members have been 
removed from the rolls and 111 who came in under the Friends and Family plan 
have been removed, either through death or withdrawal. Kay: I think a lot of 
people just don't continue because of their poor health. Group: There's also 
confusion because the DUP requires pioneer ancestry for membership. Ongoing 
DISCUSSION of Jeneane Hamelwright. She is a widow who needs to be invited 
out to our chapter's activities now that she's not taking care of Gale 24 / 7 any 
more. But she is physically weak.  
[6a.] Thanks to Roland for his work on getting name tag materials for everybody, 
although some members apparently aren't getting them. Roland: I have them 
prepared for all the new members. And some people take theirs home and forget 
what they did with them. Kay: We've still got a good supply of vests, shirts and 
jackets. Royce: Members can have their name printed on those.  
[6b.] Royce: Regarding the modern pioneer award, I'm asking for nominations 
from the board. Dean: I keep thinking about SkyWest. Can we do organizations 
instead of an individual? Some of the Atkin brothers are dead, but Sid and Ralph 
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are available within a few months. Dean talks about Sid's generosity for the 
community. Royce: We could always do two awards during the same year. Leo 
mentions Charles "Chaz" Peterson, a local historian who is in his 80s and 
starting to slip away mentally.  
 
7. Calendar / Pioneer History. Royce shows a rock from Silver Reef and 
explains some of the history of the Silver Reef mining enterprise. We will do a 
trek there this week. Leo thinks this field trip will be a little over three hours and 
wants to make sure that will be OK. Response: Yes, that's not an unreasonable 
amount of time. Directions to the Wells Fargo Museum are in this month's 
newsletter. (Leo then leaves at 10 a.m. because he has to give a lecture in half 
an hour.)  
 
8. Member services. Lloyd: Dave Whitaker will be the dinner meeting speaker 
next June. Dave is a historian involved in the Joseph Smith papers project. 
Roland: I won't be here for the next board meeting, and want to make sure I get 
information for the November dinner speaker as soon as possible because that 
will be the front page feature. Lloyd and Kay mention a name that has been in 
discussion, but no one has yet been secured for that dinner meeting. Lloyd: We'll 
have a music program again for Christmas dinner but we don't know who it will 
be yet. DISCUSSION. The calendar says the December dinner will be on the 
21st, but it should say the 15th because that will be the third Tuesday. Don: We'll 
swear in the new board at that time. (Roland leaves for another meeting. Lloyd 
leaves, also). Kay: Lloyd got away before I could ask him, but I'm going to 
suggest Uncalled Four as a musical group who could do our December program 
for us if Lloyd doesn't already have something lined up. They're very good.   
 
9. Development. Dean talks about members' generous donations to the chapter 
and the scholarship fund. Dean: New member Cal Durfey is a former school 
district superintendent, so he would be a natural resource for the essay / 
scholarship committee's efforts to get all of the schools to work with us on those 
things. Royce / Stan: The chapter hasn't seen any paperwork or money from Cal 
for a membership application yet. Kevin: I remember someone mentioning he 
was a new member a couple of months ago. 
 
10. Trails and Landmarks. David Rogers presents a slideshow to explain the 
post markers on the Temple Trail project. David: Permission for new posts is still 
being run through federal environmental review, but we hope to get authorization 
in the next month and a half. We've got five or six databases that give historical 
locations and descriptions of the area with GPS points. We'd like to have 
someone integrate those into one data source and prepare it for the website. 
DISCUSSION of possible individuals for the job; David will check with Charles 
Topham. David: We're now exploring with Ken Sizemore and D-ASIA to see if we 
can find someone who will assemble a map brochure for us. Durant has tried to 
find someone at the university who might be able to help. There has also been 
discussion of DXATC as a possible resource. Royce: Our treasurer's report 
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indicates we're in good shape financially. We're of the opinion it's time to spend 
some money and get the job done.  
 
11. Communications. David Summerhays thanks Roland, Jerry and Bunk for 
their newsletter work and for writing the report on the last dinner meeting and 
trek.  
 
12. Community Involvement. Bryan: Dan and Bunny McArthur called last night, 
and asked how the chapter is doing. They said they miss the dinners, especially 
with the scholarship dinner just taking place.  
[12a.] We've got an introduction of our chapter and our contest we're going to 
deliver to the fourth graders in the schools, so they'll know when they've got to 
have everything in. I'd like to see a copy of our newsletter go to the schools also.  
 
13. Technology. Russ: We can't depend on Washington City to provide the right 
equipment, so we'll just plan on setting up our own equipment. Royce: Yeah, that 
was embarrassing the last time when we didn't have the equipment. Russ: Kent 
Beus is on the committee, but I haven't been able to contact him.  
 
14. Close at 10:52 a.m. 
[14a.] Don offered the closing prayer. 
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SUP Cotton Mission Chapter Board Meeting Minutes 
Cache Valley Bank (St. George downtown office) 
 
November 2, 2015 
 
Attendees: President Royce Griffin, Robinson, Kevin Jenkins, Bryan Johnson, 
Kay Brinkerhoff, Russ Bateman, Mel Duelmeier, Don Burton, David Rogers, 
David Summerhays, Durant McAurthur. 
 
1. President Royce Griffin called the meeting to order at 9:08 a.m. 
[1a.] Bryan Johnson offered opening prayer.  
 
2. Secretary's report. Minutes reviewed and APPROVED.  
 
3. Royce welcomes Mel Duehlmeier back to chapter activity and asks for a brief 
report on his missionary service. Royce also extends his thanks to Stan Fisher 
for his work as treasurer during Mel's absence. 
 
4. Treasurer's report. Mel: We had $12,501 in our general account as of the end 
of October. The last report on the scholarship account was in August, so I need 
to check and make sure that report's up to date. I believe there are at least four 
scholarships outstanding and a couple from Millcreek that haven't collected theirs 
yet.  
 
5. National office. Don: Roland now is the national trailmarker newsletter 
compiler, so we can be assured we'll be represented in it from now on. The 
national office is making an effort to coordinate better with the Daughters of Utah 
Pioneers. David Rogers asks if there's still a functioning DUP liaison in the 
chapter like the old days. Don: Not really.  
[5a.] The training next week will be in the 270 S. 700 West chapel in Hurricane. 
The president and president-elect and next year's president-elect will be there. 
Don REVIEWS the plan for the training. Topics will include hosting national 
conventions, recruiting and retaining members, program content, website and 
monuments.  
[5b.] Don is concerned about the lack of memorial submissions, so he is 
considering writing one up to give people a concrete example of what it's like. 
David: Once they've been sent in, what happens to them? Are they available to 
the public? Don: That's the issue we're dealing with right now. Some are on the 
website, some aren't. Royce: It's been two or three years since I've been in the 
offices up there, but they weren't very well organized. Don: They have them in 
the library, but they don't know where they all are. The hope is that if eventually 
we can get these submitted, FamilySearch can come in and digitize them.  
 
6. Past president. Durant doesn't have any new business, but repeats his 
willingness to help contact members for dues renewals. Royce: We really need to 
watch that carefully; we had some trouble last year. DISCUSSION of the dues 
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rules for Mel's sake. David Rogers asks that the minutes reflect the details: New 
members qualify for the Friends and Family discount in their first year and pay 
$35, which is $10 for the local chapter and $25 for the national office. Renewing 
members pay $70, which comprises $20 for the local chapter and $50 for the 
national office. New members who sign up during the second half of the year get 
prorated coverage for the coming year, which means their dues are good for the 
rest of the year as well as for the coming full year. Although Durant will help send 
out letters, the dues will be mailed back to Mel and he will keep the report of 
everything. Don: I believe national is going to continue the Friends and Family 
plan indefinitely because of the success of getting new members and converting 
them to renewals.  
 
7. President elect. Bunk: Cal Durfey is definitely going to join the chapter.  
[7a.] DISCUSSION of award presentation to LeRue Winget. Royce contacted 
most of the board prior to the board meeting to get a consensus, and he has 
already ordered the plaque; we're hoping it arrives in time for the dinner 
presentation.  
 
8. President. Royce: We need to talk about the president-elect for next year. As 
an executive committee, we've talked about several potential candidates. I've 
listed a few here but we'd like your input on the matter. David Rogers says Thad 
Stewart would be a good possibility; he could also support Loyd Carter. David: 
Should we be getting some of the committee members on the board and 
replacing the old-timers, giving them some experience they can build on? Royce: 
Sure, but we need to get somebody now for next year. David: I'll nominate Thad 
Stewart. You may want to have at least two people so you have a backup. Kay: I 
like Ralph Atkin -- we could try and contact him in Turkey. I also like David 
Rogers. David: No. I've been there and done that.  
[8a.] Regarding the scholarships. I received an email from the SUCCESS 
Academy asking how they can benefit from our scholarship offerings. Durant 
asks about what the SUCCESS Academy is, where it's located. Kevin: 
SUCCESS Academy is essentially a collaborative program between the 
Washington County School District and Dixie State University that allows high 
school students to concurrently work on their two-year associate degree while 
they're still in high school. In answer to Durant's question, I don't know about the 
physical operation of the program. No ACTION taken. 
[8b.] Royce: We need some fresh ideas for treks. Our attendance has been a 
little bit low. Russ: Years ago, we used to have working treks where we went out 
and did service projects. Royce: That would be a real good idea. And the Temple 
Trail project needs to be a trek if we can organize it. David Rogers: I think it 
would be a good idea. Most of the area would be ranch roads we could drive, but 
there are a couple of places where you'd have to have a real good vehicle to 
navigate it, and your vehicle might get scratches from the brush. We could get 
out in a couple of spots and walk. Bunk: Maybe we could take a couple of four-
wheel drives. David: This would be a long day and there wouldn't be any comfort 
stations.  
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[8c.] Royce: We have speakers up through January, and April is the scholarship 
dinner. One summer speaker is already established. Further DISCUSSION of 
trek possibilities, involving longer travels. Royce: Dave Humphries proposed a 
trek to the Four Corners area that would take maybe three days, but we got no 
response from members. Royce: We need a couple of the little half-day treks. 
But I think a lot of people may say, "We've already done that." Kevin: The last 
few years, the different mayors have been doing their Mayors' Walks and either 
they or some member of the community tells about local history while walking 
around. We could call on the mayors or their appointees to speak on the history 
of a specific community. Royce: I didn't know who the speakers were going to be 
this month, but I looked at the newsletter and I see it's going to be the temple 
president. 
 
9. Trails and monuments. David Rogers: The committee is trying to locate 
information about historical monuments in the local community. Charles Topham 
has agreed to head that up. We're trying to gather information about the physical 
location of monuments. Not just SUP monuments, but primarily SUP. We want to 
get photos and a short history of the monuments so we can get the information 
on the website. We used to have them on our website, but they aren't there now. 
In the newsletter, we have a request to our members to volunteer in that effort. 
We'll be responsible for writing the histories of the monuments. But we'd like 
volunteers to visit the monuments, take photos and give us the GPS locations or 
an address. We'd like to get started as soon as possible. We could make up a list 
and give people a chance to choose, and let everyone know what's been 
selected so there's no duplication. Don: It might be appropriate to have you 
outline the plan at the dinner meeting in lieu of us having a moment in history 
presentation. Royce: I agree with that. Kay: Most people at the dinners just leave 
the papers we put out on the tables when they leave. Royce: If Dave can have it 
ready by the dinner, we'll allow him time then. 
[9a.] David: Regarding, the temple trail, we're still waiting on BLM to get an 
environmental review completed. We did get Ken Sizemore of ASIA to tackle the 
map for us with the help of an SUU student. Royce: We can provide financial 
compensation. David Rogers: I'll ask, but I don't think that's the issue at the 
moment. 
 
10. Communications. DISCUSSION of article, newsletter, etc. Lewis (Turpin?) 
is back and will pick back up on getting the bios from members. David 
Summerhays: Bill Aerhart developed an embolism a few months ago. He's been 
taking it real easy, trying not to cause problems with that.  
 
11. Member Services. Kay: Loyd Carter is part of the Master Singers, who will 
be singing at the December dinner. He is of the opinion that they need to be fed 
but it has been our policy not to feed these large groups that come. He says if we 
won't feed them, he is going to pay out of his own pocket to feed them. He's 
rather adamant about that, but that would be a hefty cost for him at $14 per 
person. I told him I'd run it by the board. Don: We talked about trying to 
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compensate Dean and Carol for their contributions, but they said no and we 
decided if Dean wants to pay it, we won't get in his way. We might say the same 
thing here. Durant: I'm comfortable with saying we'll meet the singers part way. 
We could pay half, or up to $150 of their tab. Royce: I like that. I don't want to 
offend Loyd either. The program is already in the newsletter; it would be 
embarrassing to back out now. Durant: We will need a count of how many will be 
there.  
 
12. Community Involvement. Bryan presents a copy of the contest guidelines 
for the essays. He has taken it to every fourth grade teachers for the seven 
schools. Bryan: I've had a request for Red Mountain in Ivins; they want to 
participate. Whatever you guys decide. We won't have the mixup we had last 
year -- each teacher will pick five students and each school will pick five winners 
from among them. The guidelines lay it all out. The schools are real receptive. 
Royce: I'd suggest doing it prior to the dinner; last year we had to kind of hustle. 
Bryan: The Red Mountain principal is the wife of the Washington principal, so 
there's a good link there. Don: Washington has been a great participant. Bryan: 
The last meeting of the year is when everything will be handed out. 
 
13. Technology. Russ: We will have a sound system for the dinner. Ken Beus 
will be there as a backup in case I'm not able to be there. Everything's paid and 
the new equipment has checked out. 
[13a.] Russ: A member of my committee -- Richard Tucker -- is in pretty critical 
condition; he's pretty much bedridden all the time. Kay: He's under hospice. 
Richard does not show up on the general membership list, but he is on the org 
chart. Royce: If he's not on the general list, he has not renewed his membership 
even though he's on the committee. Kay: I suspect he didn't renew because of 
his health issues. David Rogers: While we're looking at the list, I'll mention John 
Green is on a mission. And Val Peterson is on my call list because he's on my 
committee. And Charles Topham, so you can change them on the directory to my 
call assignment.  
 
14. Bunk: I had a call from Kay and he's indicated he would like to take some 
time off from the board. We'll need advice on a replacement. Kay: Loyd Carter 
could step up. 
 
15. Durant: I saw in the news today that Karl Brooks died over the weekend. His 
funeral will be on what would have been his 80th birthday. That's a family with a 
historical legacy in this area. 
 
16. Close at 10:38 a.m. 
[16a.] Don offered the closing prayer. 
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SUP Cotton Mission Chapter Board Meeting Minutes 
Cache Valley Bank (St. George downtown office) 
 
November 30, 2015 
 
Attendees: President Royce Griffin, Bryan Johnson, David Summerhays, David 
Rogers, Don Burton, Roland Lee, Durant McArthur, Kay Brinkerhoff, Bunk 
Robinson, Mel Duehlmeier 
 
1. President Royce Griffin called the meeting to order at 9:10 a.m. 
[1a.] Bunk Robinson offered opening prayer.  
 
2. Secretary's report. Kay Brinkerhoff moved and David Summerhayes moved 
that the minutes from the November 2 meeting be approved: they were 
approved. 
  
3. Treasurer's report. Treasurer Mel Duehlmeier presented the report.  The 
regular (Wells Fargo) account has a balance of $12,501 and the scholarship 
account (Cache Valley Bank) has a balance or $26,986. The November dinner 
meeting generated a positive return.  
 
4. National Vice President (Don Burton) report. Don reported that regional 
training meeting held on November 21 in Hurricane was successful.  One item 
emphasized at the training meeting was memorialization.  Don reported that he 
had contacted Jolene Allphin about her willingness to speak at the January 19, 
2016 meeting.  She agreed to do so.  She will review her book on handcart 
pioneers, Tell My Story Too. 
 
5. Past President's (Durant McArthur) report. Durant reported that he had 
assisted Treasurer Mel Duehlmeier by mailing our dues notices to all members of 
the chapter.  Mel mentioned that many, perhaps 70% of members had renewed.   
 
6. President-elect's (Bunk Robinson) report. Bunk reported that David Rogers, 
Director of the Trails and Monuments Committee, asked to be replaced effective 
at the beginning of the new year and that Durant McArthur had agreed to assume 
this responsibility.  David will remain on the committee and shepherd through the 
Temple Trail project to completion.  There was general discussion recognizing 
the fine job that David has performed; an effort recognized by the National 
Organization and other chapters. Kay Brinkerhoff, Director of Member Services, 
has also asked to be replaced.  Lloyd Carter will be approached about taking this 
assignment.  Both David and Kay have served for some time and served 
effectively. 
  
7. President's (Royce Griffin) report. New members are Gary Smith and 
Douglas Simpkins.  Gary was assigned to the Technology Committee and 
Dougalas to the Trails and Monuments Committee.  President-elect position is 
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yet to be finalized but Ralph Atkin of Thad Stewart are the prime candidates. 
Reviewed Training Meeting including audits, member retention, dinner meeting 
topics (should be mission oriented), Speakers Bureau, and National Budget (it is 
balanced). Reviewed calendar items 

 December 14: Executive Board Meeting.  

 December 15: Dinner Meeting featuring the Master Singers and 
Instaliation of new board by Area Vice President Don Burton. 

 January 4, 2016: Board of Directors Meeting. 

 January 18: Executive Board Meeting. 

 January 19: Dinner Meeting, Jolene Allphin speaker. 

 February 16: Dinner Meeting. 

 March 19: Trek, Pioche, Panaca, and Caliente, NV. 

 April 19: Scholarship Dinner 

 May 14: Convergence of Trails Trek featuring the Temple Trail. 

 June 21: Dinner Meeting, Dave Whitaker speaker. 

 September 22: National Convention, Hurricane.  
 
8.Pioneer History Director (Leo Lyman). Discussed Lincoln County, NV trek for 
March and Temple Trail trek for June.  Emphasized that there are several other 
trails that in the vicinity of the Temple Trail including the Navajo Raiding Trail, the 
Dominguez-Escalante Trail, and the Honeymoon Trail 
 
9. Communications Director (David Summerhayes).  Roland Lee reported on 
the Trail Boss National Newsletter and the Cotton Mission Chapter Newsletter.  
David reported committee members Jerry Johnson, Bill Chapman, Bob Thornley, 
and Louis Marrott were working on news articles, photography, Pioneer 
Magazine, and member bios, respectively and appropriately. 
 
10. Member Services Director (Kay Brinkerhoff). Reported on sales of chapter 
vests and shirts. 
  
11. Community Involvement Director (Bryan Johnson).  Has the essay 
program moving forward.  Will need to replace DelRay Hammons because 
DelRay is serving an LDS mission. Bill Ehrheart is preparing an article on the 
Gunlock-Pine Valley trek for a news release. 
 
12. Trails and Monuments Director (David Rogers).  Reported that committee 
member Charles Topham is working on the list of monuments and trails so we 
can get a complete list completed including DUP, Utah Trails, Utah Historical 
Society, and SUP inventories in our system with photos, GPS locations, and 
descriptions.  
 
14. Benediction at 10:30 by Don Burton 

SUP Cotton Mission Chapter Board Meeting Minutes 
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Cache Valley Bank (St. George downtown office) 
 
December 7, 2015 
 
Attendees: President Royce Griffin, Bryan Johnson, David Summerhays, David 
Rogers, Don Burton, Roland Lee, Durant McArthur, Kay Brinkerhoff, Bunk 
Robinson, Mel Duehlmeier 
 
1. President Royce Griffin called the meeting to order at 9:10 a.m. 
[1a.] Bunk Robinson offered opening prayer.  
 
2. Secretary's report. Kay Brinkerhoff moved and David Summerhayes moved 
that the minutes from the November 2 meeting be approved: they were 
approved. 
  
3. Treasurer's report. Treasurer Mel Duehlmeier presented the report.  The 
regular (Wells Fargo) account has a balance of $12,501 and the scholarship 
account (Cache Valley Bank) has a balance or $26,986. The November dinner 
meeting generated a positive return.  
 
4. National Vice President (Don Burton) report. Don reported that regional 
training meeting held on November 21 in Hurricane was successful.  One item 
emphasized at the training meeting was memorialization.  Don reported that he 
had contacted Jolene Allphin about her willingness to speak at the January 19, 
2016 meeting.  She agreed to do so.  She will review her book on handcart 
pioneers, Tell My Story Too. 
 
5. Past President's (Durant McArthur) report. Durant reported that he had 
assisted Treasurer Mel Duehlmeier by mailing our dues notices to all members of 
the chapter.  Mel mentioned that many, perhaps 70% of members had renewed.   
 
6. President-elect's (Bunk Robinson) report. Bunk reported that David Rogers, 
Director of the Trails and Monuments Committee, asked to be replaced effective 
at the beginning of the new year and that Durant McArthur had agreed to assume 
this responsibility.  David will remain on the committee and shepherd through the 
Temple Trail project to completion.  There was general discussion recognizing 
the fine job that David has performed; an effort recognized by the National 
Organization and other chapters. Kay Brinkerhoff, Director of Member Services, 
has also asked to be replaced.  Lloyd Carter will be approached about taking this 
assignment.  Both David and Kay have served for some time and served 
effectively. 
  
7. President's (Royce Griffin) report. New members are Gary Smith and 
Douglas Simpkins.  Gary was assigned to the Technology Committee and 
Dougalas to the Trails and Monuments Committee.  President-elect position is 
yet to be finalized but Ralph Atkin of Thad Stewart are the prime candidates. 
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Reviewed Training Meeting including audits, member retention, dinner meeting 
topics (should be mission oriented), Speakers Bureau, and National Budget (it is 
balanced). Reviewed calendar items 

 December 14: Executive Board Meeting.  

 December 15: Dinner Meeting featuring the Master Singers and 
Instaliation of new board by Area Vice President Don Burton. 

 January 4, 2016: Board of Directors Meeting. 

 January 18: Executive Board Meeting. 

 January 19: Dinner Meeting, Jolene Allphin speaker. 

 February 16: Dinner Meeting. 

 March 19: Trek, Pioche, Panaca, and Caliente, NV. 

 April 19: Scholarship Dinner 

 May 14: Convergence of Trails Trek featuring the Temple Trail. 

 June 21: Dinner Meeting, Dave Whitaker speaker. 

 September 22: National Convention, Hurricane.  
 
8.Pioneer History Director (Leo Lyman). Discussed Lincoln County, NV trek for 
March and Temple Trail trek for June.  Emphasized that there are several other 
trails that in the vicinity of the Temple Trail including the Navajo Raiding Trail, the 
Dominguez-Escalante Trail, and the Honeymoon Trail 
 
9. Communications Director (David Summerhayes).  Roland Lee reported on 
the Trail Boss National Newsletter and the Cotton Mission Chapter Newsletter.  
David reported committee members Jerry Johnson, Bill Chapman, Bob Thornley, 
and Louis Marrott were working on news articles, photography, Pioneer 
Magazine, and member bios, respectively and appropriately. 
 
10. Member Services Director (Kay Brinkerhoff). Reported on sales of chapter 
vests and shirts. 
  
11. Community Involvement Director (Bryan Johnson).  Has the essay 
program moving forward.  Will need to replace DelRay Hammons because 
DelRay is serving an LDS mission. Bill Ehrheart is preparing an article on the 
Gunlock-Pine Valley trek for a news release. 
 
12. Trails and Monuments Director (David Rogers).  Reported that committee 
member Charles Topham is working on the list of monuments and trails so we 
can get a complete list completed including DUP, Utah Trails, Utah Historical 
Society, and SUP inventories in our system with photos, GPS locations, and 
descriptions.  
 
14. Benediction at 10:30 by Don Burton 
 

 

 


